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Foreword
The primary objective of the National Bank of Romania is to ensure and maintain price stability, with
monetary policy being implemented under inflation targeting starting August 2005. In this context,
active communication of the monetary authority to the public at large plays a key role, and the major tool
that the central bank uses to this end is the Inflation Report.
Apart from analysing the most recent economic, monetary and financial developments and explaining
the rationale and the manner of implementing monetary policy in the previous period, the Report provides
the National Bank of Romania’s quarterly projection on inflation over an eight-quarter horizon, including
the associated uncertainties and risks, and an assessment of the recent and future macroeconomic context
from the perspective of the monetary policy decision.
By drafting and publishing the Inflation Report on a quarterly basis, in accordance with the frequency of
the forecasting cycle, the National Bank of Romania aims to provide all those interested with the opportunity
of best comprehending its analytical framework and hence the reasons underlying the monetary policy
decisions. Securing a transparent and predictable monetary policy is meant to strengthen monetary policy
credibility and thus help achieve an effective anchoring of inflation expectations and lower the costs
associated with ensuring and maintaining price stability.

The analysis in the Inflation Report is based upon the most recent statistical data available at the date of drafting
the Report, so that the reference periods of indicators herein may vary.
The Inflation Report was approved by the NBR Board in its meeting of 12 November 2020 and the cut-off date for the data
underlying the macroeconomic projection was 5 November 2020.
All issues of this publication are available in hard copy, as well as on the NBR's website at http://www.bnr.ro.
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Summary
Developments in inflation and its determinants
In 2020 Q3, the annual CPI inflation rate remained on the downward trend seen
since the beginning of this year, coming close to the mid-point of the flat target
in September, i.e. 2.45 percent, compared to 2.58 percent in June. This slightly
disinflationary path reflected primarily the effects of the bumper fruit and vegetable
crops this year, both domestically and across the EU. Meanwhile, the simultaneous
occurrence of demand and supply shocks, with the latter being associated with the
measures adopted to keep the pandemic under control, lent stability to the annual
adjusted CORE2 inflation rate, which continued to hover around 3.7 percent.
Given the lower-than-expected trend of volatile prices, in September the annual CPI
dynamics stood 0.3 percentage points below the latest macroeconomic projection
(the August 2020 Inflation Report). At the same time, during Q3, the average annual
HICP inflation rate decreased marginally compared to the EU average, falling to
2.8 percent.
The annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate continued to post high dynamics in
July-September, reporting a level similar to that seen in June. Thus, the significant
recovery of consumer demand during Q3 may have eased the disinflationary
pressures, after the opening of the output gap to significant negative values in the
previous quarter. This evolution was also supported by the government financial
aid for employment being further granted beyond 1 June, which continued to act
as a buffer to consumer demand. Moreover, the inflationary pressures posed by the
health crisis management (for instance, the costs of sanitary materials, disinfectants,
etc.), remain further relevant, affecting especially those areas where direct human
contact prevails (accommodation and food service activities, cultural and leisure
activities, passenger transport). Looking ahead, uncertainties surround the net impact
of demand-side and supply-side shocks on the dynamics of adjusted CORE2 inflation,
whereas, in the short run, the September reading is in line with the projection in the
previous Inflation Report.
Given the significant contraction in economic activity in Q2, as well as companies’
propensity to maintain labour surplus in periods affected by negative shocks
(a prevalent behaviour in the previous crisis too)1, the annual growth rate of unit
labour costs economy-wide took a leap in 2020 Q2 (to almost 11 percent). A slightly
slower acceleration (to around 8 percent) is also noticeable even after removing
from the calculation the furloughed employees whose benefits were paid by the
government (an adjustment that is meant to capture more accurately the pressure
from labour costs on companies).
1
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Although it may be sub-optimal in the first phase, the strategy may turn out to be beneficial in the longer run, by
subsequently avoiding recruiting and training costs and guaranteeing existing jobs.
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Monetary policy since the release of the previous
Inflation Report
In its meeting of 5 August 2020, the NBR Board decided on another prudent cut in the
monetary policy rate by 0.25 percentage points to 1.50 percent; moreover, the deposit
facility rate and the lending (Lombard) facility rate were lowered to 1.00 percent
and 2.00 percent respectively. Furthermore, the NBR Board decided to maintain
the existing levels of minimum reserve requirement ratios on both leu- and foreign
currency-denominated liabilities of credit institutions. In addition, given the liquidity
shortfall on the money market, it was decided that the NBR further conduct repo
transactions and continue to purchase leu-denominated government securities on
the secondary market, while preserving financial market stability. Considering the
transmission lags of the policy rate impulses, such a calibration of the monetary
policy conduct was meant to provide an underpinning to the recovery of economic
activity over the projection horizon, with a view to bringing and strengthening over
the medium term the annual inflation rate in line with the inflation target, while
safeguarding financial stability.
The decisions were taken in a context in which incoming statistical data after the
May monetary policy meeting showed, in line with expectations, a severe economic
impact of the coronavirus pandemic, with a peak in April, starting however to fade in
the following month, amid the gradual lifting of physical mobility restrictions, as well
as the government’s support programmes and the NBR’s monetary policy measures.
Thus, the annual inflation rate followed a downward path in Q2 as well, even steeper
than anticipated, falling to 2.58 percent in June versus 3.05 percent in March,
as a result of the markedly larger decline in fuel prices in annual terms. The annual
adjusted CORE2 inflation rate saw only a minor deceleration to 3.7 percent in June
from 3.86 percent in March, further reflecting pre-pandemic underlying inflationary
pressures, to which added the influences of changes in the consumption structure
brought about by the pandemic, as well as the impact of cost increases associated
with bottlenecks in production and supply chains and with the measures to prevent
the coronavirus spread.
Excess aggregate demand remained significant in 2020 Q1, witnessing only a modest
contraction, as quarterly GDP dynamics ran further in positive territory, although
in annual terms economic growth decelerated considerably to 2.4 percent from
4.3 percent in the previous quarter. At the same time, the widening of the trade deficit
re-accelerated markedly in this period, while the current account deficit coverage
by foreign direct investment and capital transfers deteriorated further. However,
the cyclical position of the economy shifted abruptly in Q2, in line with expectations,
with incoming data and assessments pointing to a severe contraction of the economy
for the period overall, but also to a partial recovery in the following quarter, as
high-frequency indicators pointed to a massive economic downturn in April, which
started to be reversed in May. The evolution implied the sudden opening of a large
negative output gap in Q2, as well as its near-halving in the following three months,
relatively in line with the previous forecast.
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Financial market conditions continued to improve as a result of the monetary
policy rate cut in May, as well as amid the significant liquidity injected by the NBR
through bilateral repo operations and through purchases of leu-denominated
government securities on the secondary market. Thus, key interbank money market
rates consolidated their decline and afterwards their lower levels, with longer-term
government securities yields featuring a relatively similar evolution. In turn, the
average lending rate on new business followed a clear-cut downtrend in 2020 Q2,
while the average remuneration of new time deposits fell only slightly, with the
related spread narrowing considerably.
The exchange rate of the leu against the euro was, nevertheless, further quasi-stable,
with the domestic currency tending even to appreciate slightly versus the euro in July
and more visibly against the US dollar. The deterioration of the fiscal position and its
outlook alongside the external imbalance continued, however, to put pressure on the
sovereign risk premium, with possible consequences on the volatility of the exchange
rate of the leu and implicitly on inflation and confidence in the domestic currency,
and ultimately on the financing costs and the pace of economic recovery following
the downturn.
Against this background, the new medium-term forecast reconfirmed the inflation
outlook highlighted in the previous projection, with a slightly downward revision over
the short-term horizon. Specifically, the annual inflation rate was anticipated to go up
again slightly in July and remain relatively flat until December 2020, before declining
and converging towards the mid-point of the target over the policy-relevant horizon,
amid the lagged action of disinflationary effects from the aggregate demand deficit;
this was expected to open up markedly in 2020 Q2, but then to narrow gradually and
somewhat faster than in the previous forecast.
The uncertainties surrounding the new macroeconomic projections continued to
be extremely elevated, triggering two-way risks to the inflation outlook. Their major
source remained the coronavirus pandemic – which resurged in July – and the
associated containment measures that weighed on the speed and path of economic
recovery. Heightened uncertainties and risks stemmed from the fiscal and income
policy stance, given the possibly larger widening of the budget deficit in 2020, as well
as the prospects of a fiscal consolidation to be initiated in the near run, likely to be
however partly counterbalanced in terms of economic impact by the funds allocated
to Romania via the EU’s recently-agreed economic recovery package and multiannual
budget. Significant uncertainties and mixed risks also stemmed from the external
environment, given the somewhat more encouraging signals on the developments
in Europe’s economies, but also amid the recent resurgence of the pandemic.

Inflation outlook
The current baseline scenario continues to be fraught with multiple interlinked
sources of risks and especially of uncertainty, stemming primarily from public
health developments. After the unprecedented second-quarter contraction, as the
authorities’ severe measures were lifted, economic activity gradually returned to
normal levels, also supported by the diminishing volatility on international financial
NATIONAL BANK OF ROMANIA
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markets. At the same time, global value chains’
activity gradually regained momentum, resulting in
annual change (%), end of period
a fading-out of supply-side shocks prevalent in the
5
multi-annual flat inflation
first phase of the medical crisis, and, hence, paving
target: 2.5% ±1 pp
the way for a gradual normalisation of financial
4
and trade ties among economies. Nevertheless, the
recent resurgence of the pandemic crisis, especially
3
in Europe, prompted a new peak in uncertainty
about the near- and medium-term outlook for
2
economic activity. Against this backdrop, the
authorities had to introduce new restrictions on
1
social distancing, with the very likely consequence
of reversing, in the immediate period ahead, the
robust recovery trend posted by most economies
0
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I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
in 2020 Q3. Given the resurgence of infection cases,
2020
2021
2022
many questions arise about the resilience of many of
CPI
CPI (constant taxes)
these economies, especially those where the room
Source: NIS, NBR projection
for manoeuvre of macroeconomic policies was, to a
great extent, eroded by efforts to counter the effects
of the first pandemic wave. On this background, until the medical and economic
situation returns to normalcy, downside risks to economic activity are expected to
prevail further. Specifically, future – even potentially significant – reconfigurations
of the baseline scenario coordinates are likely, insofar as the current sources of
uncertainty are progressively clarified.
Inflation forecast

The updated baseline scenario is built on the assumption that the domestic epidemic
situation is kept under control by applying quasi-generalised restrictions nationwide.
Nonetheless, these measures are expected to be substantially less severe than those
taken in the first wave of the pandemic – otherwise, the coordinates of the baseline
scenario could be completely different. For 2020 Q4, given the current medical
context, the economic recovery that started in the previous quarter is envisaged to
come to a halt. Specifically, the average annual GDP growth in 2020 is foreseen to post
a significant negative value, albeit smaller than the forecast in the previous Inflation
Report. More favourable influences on GDP dynamics come from the significantly
swifter recovery of the economy in 2020 Q3. Opposite influences emerge from the
adverse supply-side shock that depressed this year’s grain crops. Similarly to the
previous projection, the pandemic-related aggregate income loss is further assessed
to be recovered slowly, within at least a year.
The breakdown shows that, for 2020, the average annual GDP dynamics are projected
to mirror the significant negative contribution from final consumption, to which adds
the negative contribution of net exports. As for consumption, despite the marked
upswing in demand shortly after the March-May lockdown was eased, the key
factor for its near-term outlook remains the contraction of households’ disposable
income, as well as their extremely cautious behaviour typical of turmoil episodes.
On the external front, these disruptive shocks led to a more than 25 percent fall in
Romania’s exports in 2020 Q2, and the ground appears set to be regained gradually
and strictly conditional on the dynamics of external demand. Against the background
10
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of shrinking global trade, a more significant correction of the current account deficit
in Romania is, however, dampened by the prospects that appear to put this year’s
general government deficit projection significantly above the prudential limits
defined at European level; the chief driver stems from the increase in the volume of
public spending meant to mitigate the effects of the health crisis, as well as in that
caused by the action of automatic fiscal stabilisers. Consequently, the current account
deficit is expected to persist for the third successive year at values above 4 percent
of GDP.
Gross fixed capital formation stood out as the notable exception from the adverse
developments associated with the pandemic, as it avoided a contraction during
2020 Q2, surprisingly posting even a slightly positive annual growth rate. Looking
ahead, this component may see a deceleration as well, especially given the recent
heightening of uncertainty about the duration and outcome of the medical crisis.
At the same time though, the string of government programmes aimed to support
corporate financing, the sizeable public investment spending, as well as the prospects
of a large amount of European funds for economic recovery becoming available as
of next year, are likely to preserve the favourable investment path over the medium
term as well.
The downturn in economic activity in 2020 is expected to be mainly reflected in the
output gap variation, yet, assuming a setback in the economic recovery pace during
the fourth quarter, it becomes increasingly likely that potential GDP dynamics will also
be affected in a persistent manner. The output gap opened widely at negative values
in 2020 Q2 and is expected to fully close at a slow pace, over a period of probably
more than eight quarters. The path of this indicator will experience some short-term
swings associated with the much stronger-than-expected recovery of economic
activity in the third quarter, on the one hand, and the new peak of SARS-CoV-2
infections in the final months of this year, on the other hand. The time profile of the
output gap is strictly conditional on the implementation of the authorities’ package of
stimulative measures, with the monetary and fiscal policy stance having a favourable,
stronger impact in the course of this year.
Since the release of the August 2020 Inflation Report, more significant disinflationary
pressures have materialised, induced mostly by exogenous components of the
consumer basket, namely volatile food prices and fuel prices. Hence, the annual CPI
inflation rate is anticipated to fall to 2.1 percent at the end of this year, i.e. a significant
0.6 percentage point revision compared with the previous forecast. At the same time,
under the impulse of the aggregate demand deficit in the economy and the gradual
weakening of labour market resilience, sharper corrections will be reflected in the
dynamics of the annual core inflation rate as well, which is seen reaching 2 percent
at the projection horizon (2022 Q3). For the end of next year, the current baseline
scenario reconfirms the previously projected value for the annual CPI inflation rate
(2.5 percent), whereas the annual core inflation rate forecast was revised slightly
downwards (by 0.1 percentage points to 2.1 percent).
As a conditioning input for the macroeconomic projection, the monetary policy
conduct is configured so as to ensure price stability and macroeconomic stability,
NATIONAL BANK OF ROMANIA
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as well as the smooth functioning of the banking system and financial markets
supportive of households and local companies.
Even with the partial confirmation of the risk scenario in the previous Inflation Report
as regards the evolution of the public health crisis, the main restraint on the baseline
scenario remains the medical one. It refers to the dynamics of virus spread, on the
one hand, and to the time when a vaccine will become broadly available, on the
other hand. The particular nature of this crisis makes it difficult to even formulate risk
scenarios on the biunivocal relationship between medical and economic developments.
Thus, it is difficult to assess the duration and intensity of the medical crisis, the
calibration of the authorities’ response measures or the degree of their synchronisation
and, ultimately, the level of asymmetry of recovery in various economies. Some
countries are very likely to continue to recover the crisis-related losses in a linear or
possibly even accelerated manner, while others may face a number of difficulties;
in the latter case, a further escalation of medical developments might boost both
the pre-existing vulnerabilities and imbalances, as well as those accumulated after
the first pandemic wave. For this reason, the sources of risk from the domestic and
external environment appear to be relatively plausible at this juncture, and the balance
of risks to the annual inflation rate projection is seen to be tilted to the upside as against
the values forecasted in the baseline scenario, especially over the medium term.
On the domestic front, fiscal and income policies continue to be relevant sources
of uncertainty. Specific risks stem further from a possibly larger volume of budget
expenditures, directly correlated with how long the public health crisis is going to
last. Any tightening by the authorities of the package of administrative measures to
improve the management of healthcare risks would entail additional costs – with a
view to supporting the economic agents directly hit by social distancing measures –,
as well as possible losses of budget revenues, given the broader contraction in
economic activity. In the particular case of Romania, the medium-term impact of such
measures, via the increase in public expenditures, and, hence, in the budget deficit,
would be opposite to that implied by the need to continue the fiscal adjustment as
envisaged by the initial scheduling of the excessive deficit procedure.
Given also the prospective evolution of the current account deficit in the baseline
scenario, the absence of a fiscal correction or its late onset could imply further
vulnerabilities associated with the persistence of twin deficits. This carries the
potential to weaken the resilience of Romania’s economy over the medium term in
the event of adverse shocks and, in the near run, it could impede the financing of
these deficits in adequate volumes and at reasonable costs.
One of the sources of uncertainty that is yet to be clarified at empirical level relates
to the potential longer-term prevalence of adverse supply-side shocks, associated
with the pandemic crisis, with an impact mostly on the adjusted CORE2 index. This is
particularly relevant, all the more so as the baseline scenario foresees a new peak of
the public health crisis in the run-up to the end of the year. The slower fading of these
shocks would lead to additional inflationary pressures that would have an immediate
impact on the prices of essential goods and services and, over the medium term, as
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the health crisis is resolved, could be visible in most sectors hit by closure/reduction
of activity.
At the same time, the net impact on the annual CPI inflation rate from other types
of risk factors is marked by considerable uncertainty: electricity prices could further
go up following structural changes amid market liberalisation; the expansion of
African swine fever could bring about higher rises in the price of pork; adverse
weather conditions could affect the harvest of farm produce both domestically and
internationally, and hence the prices thereof; and a slowdown in economic recovery
amid the resurgence of the pandemic crisis could keep fuel prices at considerably
lower levels than those in the baseline scenario.

Monetary policy decision
In view of the characteristics of the new medium-term inflation forecast and the
elevated uncertainty and risks triggered by the coronavirus pandemic, but especially
by the outlook of the fiscal and income policy stance, in the absence of the draft
budget for 2021 and in the electoral context, the NBR Board decided in its meeting
of 12 November 2020 to keep the monetary policy rate at 1.50 percent per annum.
Moreover, it decided to leave unchanged the deposit facility rate at 1.00 percent and
the lending (Lombard) facility rate at 2.00 percent. The NBR Board also decided to
maintain the minimum reserve requirement ratio on credit institutions’ leu-denominated
liabilities. Given the developments in foreign currency lending and the adequate level
of forex reserves, the NBR Board decided to cut the minimum reserve requirement
ratio on foreign currency-denominated liabilities of credit institutions to 5 percent
from 6 percent starting with the 24 November – 23 December 2020 maintenance
period. The measure also aimed to continue the harmonisation of the minimum
reserve requirements mechanism with the relevant standards and practices of the
European Central Bank and the major central banks across the European Union.

NATIONAL BANK OF ROMANIA
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Inflation developments
In September 2020, the annual CPI inflation rate came close to the
mid-point of the flat target, i.e. 2.45 percent, -0.13 percentage points from
the end of the previous quarter. The slightly disinflationary path reflected
primarily the effects of the bumper fruit and vegetable crops this year,
both domestically and across the EU. The unfavourable demand conditions
economy-wide have also begun to act in the same direction, as the health
crisis is unlikely to be solved anytime soon, with the emergence of the
second pandemic wave this autumn, thus invalidating the assumption
of a temporary shock. In 2020 Q3, opposite pressures continued to come
from the costs generated by the measures adopted to keep the pandemic
under control, to which added the moderate depreciation of the domestic
currency versus the euro. Against this background, adjusted CORE2 inflation
was further relatively stable, hovering around 3.7 percent, a behaviour that
has prevailed since the beginning of the year (Chart 1.1).

Chart 1.1. Inflation developments
6

annual change (%)
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multi-annual flat inflation
target: 2.5% ±1 pp
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After the annual growth rate of volatile food prices
increased again in July (to 6.9 percent annual rate,
compared to 5.4 percent in June), amid concerns
about the adverse effects of weather conditions
on production, it subsequently slowed down to
4.1 percent in September, as crops proved to be
very good for vegetables and fruit both locally and
EU-wide, unlike grains, which had especially weak
yields this year (Chart 1.2). In addition, demand
for this market has continued to be affected by
the more severe restriction of restaurant activity,
imposed in 2020 Q4 as the second pandemic wave
started sweeping through the EU.

Although the gradual lifting of restrictions since
May 2020 determined the partial recovery of
adjusted CORE2
CPI – average
global economic activity, along with a rebound
in energy prices, the latter halted their upward
path in 2020 Q3, the oil price per barrel stabilising
around USD 40-45 per barrel, which points to uncertainty surrounding future
economic developments. In this context, the strong deflationary contribution of fuel
prices remained unchanged in September from June (-0.7 percentage points to the
annual CPI inflation rate). Natural gas and electricity prices also witnessed an annual
decline in the period under review, the adjustments being essentially justified by the
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Source: NIS, NBR
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downward movement of prices on free markets at
the peak of the crisis, as economic activity strongly
contracted in 2020 Q22.

Chart 1.2. Fruit and vegetable prices
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Adjusted CORE2 inflation further hovered around
3.7 percent, thus remaining unchanged from
the end of the previous quarter, as a result of the
complex macroeconomic picture painted by the
COVID-19 pandemic and by the related containment
measures. Specifically, 2020 Q2 saw the steep entry
of the output gap into negative territory, a demand
deficit being usually associated with disinflationary
developments. However, on the one hand, it
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q1
Q2
Q3
generally impacts the evolution of consumer prices
seasonal average
2020
with a lag, given the rigidity of the price setting for
Note: Seasonal averages are calculated for 2012-2019;
the calculation excludes the changes for June 2015,
goods and services included in core inflation. On the
when the VAT rate for food items was reduced.
other hand, in the current situation, the perception
Source: NIS, NBR calculations
of the negative shock to be only temporary, inter alia
amid the recovery of consumer demand in the first
part of 2020 Q3, might have contained the disinflationary pressures. Nevertheless, this
perception is likely to reverse, as economic agents progressively assimilate the longer
horizon for the health crisis to be solved, once with the second wave of infections
this autumn. However, the measures taken to support the labour market since
the outbreak of the pandemic are expected to further act as a buffer to consumer
demand, at least in the short term, given the extension of financial aid until end-2020.
Looking at costs, pressures on labour costs may have eased in 2020 Q3, as economic
activity resumed, yet pressures posed by the health
crisis management (the costs of sanitary materials,
Chart 1.3. Core inflation components
disinfectants or costs incurred by the restriction
annual change (%)
contributions, pp
of activity so as to observe social distancing
4
rules) remain significant, affecting especially
3
those areas where direct human contact prevails
(accommodation and food service activities, cultural
2
and leisure activities, passenger transport).
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Note: Excluding the direct effect of VAT rate changes.
Source: NIS, NBR calculations and estimates
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Core inflation components also followed a relatively
stable path, with market services prices posting
a slight uptrend (to 2.8 percent), particularly on
the back of the moderate depreciation of the leu
versus the euro, while non-food and food items saw
marginal disinflation (to 2.5 percent and 5.3 percent
respectively; Chart 1.3). Despite the fact that, in the
latter’s case, there are latent pressures on agri-food
commodity prices from this year’s poor grain crops
both locally and across the EU, they are likely to be

Even if the natural gas market was fully liberalised on 1 July 2020, and the electricity market is to follow suit on 1 January 2021,
some final price components will continue to be set by the relevant authority (e.g. transport and distribution services).
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Chart 1.4. Expectations on price developments
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Chart 1.5. Average annual HICP
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limited, given the favourable global outputs and the
alignment of domestic prices to external ones.
As economic activity gradually resumed, inflationary
expectations witnessed in 2020 Q3 an upward
adjustment to around the long-term averages for
companies in industry, trade and construction.
By contrast, for the services sector, the area most
affected by the restrictions imposed in the context
of the health crisis, the balance of answers regarding
expectations is still negative (Chart 1.4). At the
same time, financial analysts maintained relatively
unchanged their expectations on the annual inflation
rates one year ahead and two years ahead, i.e. inside
the upper half of the variation band of the flat target.
The average annual inflation rate further followed
a downward trend in 2020 Q3, amid the negative
monthly rates in August-September, falling to
3.0 percent based on CPI methodology, while the
rate calculated in accordance with the HICP structure
reached 2.8 percent. Specifically, the differential
against the European average narrowed marginally
compared to end-2020 Q2, Romania standing below
other countries in the region (Czechia, Poland and
Hungary) in the ranking of European countries with
the highest average HICP inflation rate (Chart 1.5).
At end-2020 Q3, the annual CPI inflation rate stood
0.3 percentage points below the level anticipated
in the August 2020 Inflation Report (2.5 percent
versus a 2.8 percent forecast). The difference owed
primarily to the larger monthly drop in vegetable
and fruit prices, due to bumper crops, as well as to
the lower-than-expected performance of fuel prices,
following the unanticipated depreciation of the
US dollar.
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Economic developments
1. Demand and supply
The measures adopted internationally with a view to flattening the epidemic
curve of SARS-CoV-2 caused multiple disruptions in production chains,
as well as the drop in demand, along with the broad-based worsening of
confidence. The shock wave generated by these measures reached a peak
in 2020 Q2 and mirrored, on the domestic front, in the 10.3 percent decline
in GDP (annual change). On the demand side, consumption (with services
particularly affected) made a decisive contribution to the contraction in
economic activity in the second quarter, concurrently with the persistence
of the erosion effect from net external demand, whereas investment
managed to maintain a positive pace as compared with April-June 2019
(Chart 2.1).

Chart 2.1. Contributions to economic growth
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The coronavirus outbreak in China at end-2019 has spread aggressively worldwide,
producing a broad-based response of authorities in late 2020 Q1, which consisted in
restrictions on the movement of persons and the suspension or reduction of activity
in entire sectors. On the economic front, the effect of these measures translated
into a supply shock, a demand shock and the adjustment of confidence. Specifically,
the closure of some large production facilities in the main world economies caused
difficulties for the international supply-production-distribution chains, also for the
countries that have not yet been hit by the pandemic. On the demand side, the
immediate impact came from practicalities (physical distancing measures and the
NATIONAL BANK OF ROMANIA
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Chart 2.2. Economic sectors
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pent-up demand in some market segments due
to the suspension of certain activities), as well as
from psychological aspects (associated with the
individual awareness of infection danger), all of
these being also reflected by the decline in imports.
Subsequently, the drop in the financial resources of
households and businesses, concurrently with the
worsening expectations on their recovery, pushed
current expenditure lower, extending the negative
trend of demand.

In Romania, the state of emergency was declared
industry
at mid-March, affecting completely the month
retail and market services to households
of April and the first half of May. According to
wholesale trade
business services*
in-house assessments, the decline associated with
construction
confidence indicator (rhs)
the economic activity carrying on for a month
*) value indices
against the background of severe broad-based
Source: NIS, Eurostat, EC-DG ECFIN, NBR calculations
restrictions at domestic and international level stood
at around 5.3 percent as compared to the level that
would prevail in the absence of medical problems (see the Box). The restrictions have
been gradually lifted after 15 May (the state of alert remaining, however, in place), the
easing of containment measures reflecting in a partial economic recovery (Chart 2.2).
The economic impact of the first measures adopted to flatten
the epidemic curve
The fast spread of the new coronavirus in early 2020 led to a sudden change of an
unprecedented magnitude in economic conditions, the governments’ response in
many countries consisting first in the introduction of severe mobility restrictions
on people. In Romania, as of mid-March the authorities imposed a substantial set
of restrictions that dealt a heavy blow to economic activity, mainly in April. In this
context, this Box aims to deliver a counterfactual assessment of the impact on
economic growth of these first measures adopted to flatten the epidemic curve.
This undertaking basically implies estimating a counterfactual GDP level that could
have been recorded in the absence of the pandemic shock and comparing it with
the actual economic growth.
The uneven nature of the measures implemented by the authorities during
2020 Q2 hinders the assessment of the economic impact employing quarterly
data, as the latter rather reflect the combined effect of the peak of restrictions in
the first part of the quarter and their gradual easing as of 15 May. Therefore, a more
appropriate approach is to estimate a monthly measure of economic growth that
would allow the assessment of the gap between actual and counterfactual GDP
in April, when restrictive measures were both highly homogeneous and most
stringent. This can be achieved using the Mixed-Frequency Bayesian VAR
methodology3, which basically employs monthly time series to decompose the
3
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Further details can be found in Schorfheide, F. and Song, D. – ”Real-Time Forecasting With a Mixed-Frequency VAR”, Journal
of Business & Economic Statistics, Vol. 33(3), 2015, pp. 366-380.
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developments in quarterly variables. More specifically, this method assumes that
quarterly GDP is made up of a number of monthly developments that, while
unobserved, can be nonetheless approximated by filtering techniques, the Kalman
filter being the most widely used. The method requires casting the relations
between the considered variables in a state-space form, where the transition
equation contains the monthly time series (also those that cannot be observed at
such frequency). Based on a selection matrix, these time series are subsequently
linked to both quarterly and monthly variables. Apart from this advantage, the
methodology also performs well with respect to the economic growth forecast,
being included in the suite of models which the NBR makes use of.
Chart A. Developments in indicators employed to estimate monthly GDP
Turnover in industry, intermediate goods
Turnover in industry, capital goods
Turnover in industry, consumer goods
Turnover in industry, external market, intermediate goods
Turnover in industry, external market, capital goods
Production in manufacturing
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Wholesale trade, consumer goods
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Note: Red indicates a less favourable position as compared with the average calculated based on observations spanning from October 2019 to July 2020.
As for the real exchange rate, red indicates an appreciation against the average for the same period.
Source: NIS, Eurostat, EC, BIS, NBR, BSE, Bloomberg, NBR calculations
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As expected, April marked a trough in activity for most economic sectors (Chart A).
The main sectors affected by government-imposed restrictions, given that they
involve close human interaction, were accommodation and food service activities,
cultural and recreational services, passenger transport and some commercial
activities, which witnessed the largest contractions in turnover. In addition, the
substantial decrease in external demand (most European countries being heavily
hit by the economic effects of the measures taken to flatten the first wave of
the pandemic), the emergence of supply chain disruptions and the decision to
protect the employees led several major companies to stop production, and
hence manufacturing output plunged by almost a third in April versus March.
Telecommunications and ICT services, as well as construction works were resilient
during the state of emergency, given the particularities of their activity.
In line with the activity of the main sectors,
economic growth began to decline as of
March 2020, April witnessing a trough, followed
natural logarithm, 2000 constant prices, s.a.
by a partial recovery over the next two months
(Chart B). Based on the methodology described
above and using information available until
February, the Box approximates a counterfactual
GDP level for economic activity that could have
prevailed in the absence of the pandemic shock,
whereas the actual decomposition of GDP
employs the full set of information available until
July. A comparison between the two measures
suggests that the economic impact of imposing for
a month restrictive measures of similar stringency
counterfactual GDP
to those introduced in April ranges between
80% confidence interval
actual GDP
5.0 and 5.6 percentage points of the quarterly
80% confidence interval
GDP growth, with an average of 5.3 percentage
Source: NIS, NBR calculations and estimates
points, corresponding to an average impact on
economic growth of 1.3 percentage points for the
year as a whole. Once the second wave of the pandemic emerged in the autumn
of 2020, the European countries – including Romania – started to introduce
restrictions again, trying however to avoid as much as possible a set as severe
as that implemented during the first wave of the pandemic, given the markedly
negative effects on economic growth.4
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Chart B. Monthly decomposition of GDP:
actual vs. counterfactual4

In line with the evolution across EU-27, household final consumption fell sharply,
i.e by 11.9 percent, as containment measures eroded the purchasing power and, in
some cases, the physical possibility of exerting demand. In the latter case, an example
4
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Assessments of monthly GDP are prepared using the Mixed-Frequency Bayesian VAR methodology based on 52 monthly
indicators that cover most economic sectors for a time period spanning from January 2000 to February 2020 for
”counterfactual GDP” and to July 2020 for ”actual GDP” respectively. Monthly GDP readings represent the average of
assessments of one thousand models estimated by randomly clustering monthly indicators into groups of ten, setting
however that two successive groups include distinct indicators. Confidence intervals are given by the 10th percentile and
the 90th percentile respectively of the distribution generated by the ouput of assessed models. A Minnesota prior was used
for the parameters of the model, whereas the variance-covariance matrix was assumed to have a time-varying (first-order
autoregressive representation) common scaling factor that allows for a certain stochastic variance of the error term.
Parameters are estimated based on 10 thousand extractions from the posterior distribution.
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is given by leisure activities that were suspended
by the authorities, which led to a 68 percent annual
real annual change (%)
contributions, pp
contraction in the turnover of market services
20
15
to households. The change in the economic and
10
social environment, as well as the uncertainty
5
surrounding the future developments in household
0
income produced a series of changes in consumer
-5
-10
behaviour. On the one hand, cautiousness has
-15
increased, meaning that in this period consumers
-20
have frequently given up making big-ticket
-25
purchases, such as motor vehicles, whose volume of
I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
sales stood more than 35 percent lower in 2020 Q2.
The trend is also mirrored by the halving of the
food, beverages, tobacco
non-durables, excl. food items, beverages, tobacco
volume of new consumer loans as compared to
durables, excl. motor vehicles
2019 Q2 (a result also driven by the tightening of
motor vehicles
services
banks’ credit standards). On the other hand, the
trade and services (rhs)
restrictions on the movement of persons and the
Source: NIS, NBR calculations
increasing prudence of households due to health
reasons resulted in less frequent purchases of
fast-moving consumer goods. Nevertheless, the consumer basket rose in terms of
value (especially on the food segment, which is highly important in critical situations)
and volume, on account of consumers’ stronger demand for relatively low priced
items, such as own brand products (concurrently with the continued preference for
local products). In this context, the turnover volume of trade in food items increased
by 1.1 percent in April-June (annual change). Moreover, mobility restrictions
supported demand for goods improving the quality of living space (do-it-yourself
products, furnishings and household appliances), given the longer time spent at
home, and boosted online trade (annual advance of 64 percent in Q2), whereas sales
of motor fuels went down significantly (by over 20 percent, annual change), Chart 2.3.
Chart 2.3. Trade
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Chart 2.4. Household income,
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Along with the gradual lifting of restrictions,
consumer spending will most likely see a
rebound in 2020 Q3, being also fostered by a
certain consumer spree, which will however lose
momentum afterwards, in the absence of a material
improvement in the medical crisis prospects. Thus,
while the real dynamics of trade and services sales
entered positive territory in July (about 1 percent
in annual terms), the slower evolution in August
hints at an influence associated with the delay in
purchases due to previous restrictions. In fact, the
turnover volume of this sector remained unchanged
in annual terms in July-August 2020 (Chart 2.4).
Purchases of non-food items witnessed the highest
growth rates. In this case, beside the further uptrend
in sales of do-it-yourself products and furnishings,
the rebound in sales of clothing and footwear made
a significant contribution, due to the reopening of
21
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shopping centres starting with 15 June. Conversely, the lingering uncertainty about
the solution to the epidemiological problem, as well as about the economic recovery
and the financial standing of households, continues to put a damper on the demand
for durables (motor vehicles, in particular), motor fuels and activities that imply
physical closeness (transport services, accommodation and food service activities,
recreational and cultural services). In the latter case, while the segment was given a
spur in September, after the opening of indoor restaurants, as well as of theatres and
cinemas, the trend is little likely to persist, as the marked increase in the number of
infections this autumn entailed the implementation of new restrictions on this type of
activities.
Under the impact of the pandemic crisis and of the related measures, the general
government budget execution in 2020 Q2 led to a deficit of lei 27.1 billion,
i.e. 2.6 percent of GDP – almost double than that posted in the same year-ago period
(lei 14.5 billion or 1.4 percent of GDP). The negative balance grew considerably
compared to 2020 Q15 as well, amid the marked rise in total budget spending6,
primarily triggered by the increase in current expenditure brought about by the
measures to combat the pandemic effects, – especially in social security spending7,8–,
but also in capital expenditure9,10. However, budget revenues reported a marginal
advance11 – even in the context of extending the facilities to delay the payment of
fiscal obligations without penalties – their evolution reflecting opposing influences
that stem mainly from higher receipts from corporate income tax12, and from lower
receipts from excise duties13.
Unlike consumer demand, the tightening of the economic and social context as a
result of the measures adopted by the authorities to contain the pandemic fallout
affected gross fixed capital formation to a smaller extent in Q2 (GFCF further recorded
a positive annual growth rate, i.e. 2.2 percent). This was mainly ascribable to the faster
increase in ICT (equipment and software) investment against the background of
expanding telework, as well as to companies’ and institutions’ purchases of transport
equipment (possibly made based on contracts concluded before the pandemic

22

5

In 2020 Q1, the general government budget posted a deficit of lei 18.1 billion (1.7 percent of GDP).

6

The real annual pace of increase of total expenditure accelerated slightly to 11.6 percent from 9.1 percent in 2020 Q1.

7

Its rise primarily mirrors the effect of the payment of furlough benefits granted during the temporary suspension of the
individual employment contract on the employer’s own initiative, as well as the effect of the step-up in settlements of
health insurance benefits for paid sick leave in order to diminish the related overdue payments stock.

8

Spending on goods and services also witnessed increases – including for medicines and sanitary equipment for diagnosing
and treating patients infected with the new coronavirus –, as did staff costs (amid the granting of risk incentives for medical
staff ). Overall, however, the latter saw their annual growth rate in real terms come to a halt.

9

Its real annual dynamics re-entered positive territory.

10

Similar contributions were also made by the rise in spending for projects financed from non-repayable external funds,
whose impact on budget deficit was offset by a similar evolution of disbursements from the EU, as well as by the pick-up in
interest expenses, which, however, decelerated in annual terms.

11

Their real annual dynamics remained, nonetheless, in negative territory, albeit mildly improving compared to the previous
quarter (-2.3 percent versus -6.3 percent), also as a result of the evolution of receipts from the tax on land and buildings and
the motor vehicle tax, whose first deadline for payment was extended until end-2020 Q2.

12

Stimulated by the granting of a discount if the corporate income tax for 2020 Q1 was paid within the deadline (25 April 2020).
Receipts from non-tax revenues and VAT receipts also went up compared to the first three months of the year, although the
real annual dynamics stood at negative values. The evolution of the latter, however, also reflected lower tax refunds than the
significant level in the previous quarter.

13

Receipts from the tax on use of goods fell significantly as well, however also due to a base effect, associated with the
collection of licence fees for radio frequencies in 2020 Q1.
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Chart 2.5. Investment
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outbreak). As for fixed capital investment other than
that previously mentioned, the national accounts
data reveal a slight decline versus 2019 Q2 (by
approximately 3 percent), with stronger signals
on the pick-up in purchases being visible in the
tertiary sector, in association with the allocation
of public resources for the adequate endowment
of existing hospitals and for enhancing the
facilities to treat persons infected with the new
coronavirus. In construction, while the specifics
of activity (open-air work, with the possibility of
complying with physical distancing measures)
allowed the continuation of works during the state
of emergency/alert, particularly in the case of large
projects, the restrictions on the movement of labour
and the difficulties related to the supply of raw
materials (from imports as well) led to the 2 percent
contraction in investment (annual change), Chart 2.5.

Chart 2.6. Direct investment and absorption of EU investment funds
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The favourable trend in gross fixed capital formation may continue in the second half
of 2020 as well, an impulse being associated with the election calendar, concurrently
with the nearly coming to an end of the EU financial framework (a period when
the absorption of non-repayable EU funds is higher). The projects financed via
government programmes (IMM Invest, IMM Leasing) are also expected to make an
additional contribution. Nevertheless, the heightening of global risk aversion, already
felt on the domestic front as well in the form of investors’ relative wariness of starting
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new projects14, will erode investment over a longer horizon (Chart 2.6). Given the
limited fiscal space, a key role in counteracting this trend will have the increase in
the absorption capacity of EU funds allocated to Romania starting in 2021 under
the multiannual financial framework and via Next Generation EU, an instrument for
relaunching the EU economies.
With regard to the construction activity, a faster
growth pace is most likely to occur by the end
of this year in civil engineering works, given the
points
volume indices, 2015=100
context created by the election calendar in parallel
160
with the EU multiannual financial framework
120
(Chart 2.7). Favourable expectations also emerge
for non-residential buildings, especially for logistic
80
property, with a contribution from the step-up
40
in demand for storage facilities for e-commerce
(a form of trade expected to consolidate its share
0
I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III
in consumer preferences even after the lifting of
2016
2017
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2019
2020
mobility restrictions). Moreover, market analysts
confidence indicator – construction of buildings
make optimistic estimates about the supply of
confidence indicator – civil engineering works
new office spaces in the period ahead, although
domestic orders in capital goods industry
excl. motor vehicles (rhs)**
the expansion of teleworking once the health crisis
*) seasonally adjusted data
broke out and the prospect of this work system
**) Jul.-Aug. 2020 for the latest period
becoming permanent will probably dampen
Source: EC-DG ECFIN, NIS, NBR calculations
investment over a longer horizon. Less favourable
expectations emerge for residential construction
works, the slower growth rate of household income, the rise in unemployment rate
and the uncertainty surrounding the epidemiological and economic situation leading
to increased household prudence in managing own financial resources.
Chart 2.7. Signals on investment in
equipment and construction*
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The sudden disruptions that occurred in production chains domestically and
internationally have dramatically changed the course of foreign trade relations
in Q2. Their gradual recovery amid the easing of measures starting in May is likely to
continue in the third quarter; however, in the longer term, it is quite unclear to what
extent this path can be sustained, given the uncertainty associated with the second
wave of the coronavirus pandemic in this autumn and the protraction of certain trade
tensions at international level.
In the second quarter, the volume of exports of goods and services stood 28.5 percent
lower in annual terms. The sharpest contraction was seen in April, the subsequent
easing of restrictions favouring the partial recovery of exports during the quarter
under review. The evolution seems to persist in the following months as well, amid
a relative improvement in confidence indicators among the main trading partners,
with the data on the value of trade and the external orders to domestic industrial
companies in July-August confirming this trend (slower annual decline in both
cases to -6.8 percent and -5 percent respectively), Chart 2.8. Nevertheless, the future
14
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Illustrative in this respect is the drop in net inflows of direct investment by non-residents in Romania to EUR 1.4 billion
January through August 2020, i.e. less than a third as compared to the same year-ago period.
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Chart 2.8. Exports
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path of external demand to Romania is further
dominated by increased uncertainty, as the sanitary
problem has not yet been solved at international
level and trade tensions and risks persist among
large economies (the trade row between the US
and China, the risk of heightening protectionist
measures and that associated with negotiations
on the post-Brexit deal). This context is expected
to affect the economy of the main trading partner
to a larger extent as compared to the global
average, the ECB’s September forecast indicating an
8 percent contraction in the euro area GDP in 2020,
versus a 3.7 percent fall for the world economy,
excluding the euro area. Moreover, the activity of
local exporters could also be influenced by new
coronavirus outbreaks at the domestic level, which
would lead to a temporary decline in production.

Source: NIS, EC-DG ECFIN, NBR calculations

The volume of exports of goods fell by nearly one
third as compared with 2019 Q2, as a result of the shutdown, for a determined period
of time, of some local companies holding a significant share in exports of finished
goods (motor vehicles, household appliances), as well as of some firms integrated in
international production chains, affected by adjustments in demand or commodity
supply issues. Specifically, more than 60 percent of the contraction in exports of
goods owed to the halving of external sales of motor vehicles and motor parts.
Exports of machinery and equipment, measurement and control apparatus, furniture
and light industry products were affected as well (with volume declines ranging
between 37 percent and 47 percent in Q2). Imports of goods also followed a steep
downtrend (-20 percent in annual terms), on account of the contraction in domestic
demand (down 6.7 percent15), the lower demand for inputs used to manufacture
products targeting external markets, as well as of the massive purchases made in
March for stock-piling purposes (food items, in particular).
January through August 2020, the decline in imports was less strong than that in
exports, with trade balance remaining the only source of external balance erosion.
Specifically, the contraction by 18.5 percent (annual change) in the current account
deficit was equally due to the improvement in primary and secondary income
balances and the advance in net receipts from services. In the first case, an important
contribution came from direct investment income flows, consisting in the decrease
(by EUR 1.1 billion) in outflows in the form of dividend payments and, especially, the
reinvested earnings; in what concerns the latter item, even though the evolution is
beneficial for the current account trajectory, its economic significance is negative,
as it reflects a slowdown in non-residents’ direct investment. A positive influence on
the income flow had also the improved absorption (up EUR 0.3 billion) of EU funds
for agriculture (EAFRD, EAGF) and the social area (including ESF allocations for the
adoption of social and economic measures required by the pandemic context).
15
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Chart 2.9. Current account and key
structural changes (8 months 2020)
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These developments countered the drop (by
EUR 0.8 billion) in workers’ remittances from abroad.
As for the services account, among the main factors
supporting the higher surplus in the period from
January to August 2020 are the restrictions on the
movement of persons, together with households’
reluctance to travel abroad, against the background
of uneven epidemiological developments. These
influences led, on the one hand, to a higher demand
for ICT services (also due to the large-scale adoption
of teleworking) and, on the other hand, to the
contraction in international travel and transport
activities (with an improving effect on the deficit),
Chart 2.9.

Income balance

Labour productivity
In 2020 Q2, the annual dynamics of labour
Source: NBR
productivity witnessed a sizeable deceleration,
i.e. down by 9.1 percentage points, to -7.1 percent.
Given the widely used furlough scheme, adjusting
Chart 2.10. Labour productivity in
the economy
the indicator by excluding these persons (who
do not actually work) provides a more favourable
annual change (%)
10
picture of labour productivity developments,
namely a relative stagnation in annual terms
5
(Chart 2.10). As a matter of fact, once thus adjusted,
most economic sectors report productivity
0
increases, with the notable exceptions of industry
and accommodation and food service activities,
-5
which were strongly affected by the current
situation. Aggregate productivity was probably
-10
I III I III I III I III I III I III I III I III I III I III I
supported by companies’ tendency to reshape
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
their activity in the epidemic context through
labour productivity/employed person
simplified working procedures concurrently
labour productivity/employed person (adjusted)*
with an improvement in capital stock per person
*) indicator calculated for 2020 Q2 by excluding furloughed
employed via investments in equipment meant to
employees
facilitate remote working (imports of computers and
Source: Eurostat, Ministry of Labour and Social Protection,
NBR calculations and estimates
peripheral equipment increased by approximately
40 percent in annual terms in 2020 Q2). At the
same time, a compositional shift in the labour market can also be noted, possibly
exerting a favourable impact on average productivity, the category of low-skilled
workers recording the most substantial contraction in Q2 as compared with the
2019 average16 (Chart 2.11).
*) the positive change points to an increase in surplus
or a decrease in deficit

In 2020 Q2, the industrial activity plunged (productivity declined by almost
22 percent in annual terms and by about 10 percent after excluding furloughed
employees respectively), taking the brunt of international developments, given this
16

26

Seasonally adjusted data.
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Chart 2.11. Unemployment rate
by education level
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sector’s integration in global value chains. After
the record drops in April and May, the European
industry has partially recovered, yet its future path is
surrounded by uncertainty. Even though the annual
dynamics of labour productivity in industry reached
slightly positive levels in August, the heterogeneous
developments in manufacturing sub-sectors
are indicative of the fragility of this rebound
(Chart 2.12).

On the one hand, the manufacturing sub-sectors,
which performed fairly well during the state of
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
emergency, continue to provide positive signals
Q2
about future developments. The food industry, the
at most secondary education
manufacture of building materials and the chemical
upper and post-secondary education
higher education
industry benefit from investment projects aimed at
total
establishing new production facilities or expanding
Source: Eurostat, NBR calculations
the existing ones. Adding to these industries is the
manufacture of electrical equipment, where two of
the most important investments in new production
Chart 2.12. Assessment of order portfolio
in manufacturing
facilities at present are underway. On the other
hand, the low level of new orders affects the degree
balance of answers (%), quarterly average, s.a.
of activity in sub-sectors such as the light industry,
the automotive industry, metallurgy or manufacture
food items
of machinery and equipment, amid the reduced
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propensity of consumers to purchase durables
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and of companies to make substantial investments.
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As far as the automotive sub-sector is concerned,
-40
longer-term prospects are mixed. The success that
-50
motor
chemicals
several car models produced in Romania currently
vehicles
enjoy at European level is an encouraging sign,
highlighting the importance that the advantage of
electrical
equipment
pharmaceuticals
price competitiveness, which was beneficial to the
domestic industry during the previous recession
as well, still has for the domestic manufacture of
2020 Q1
2020 Q2
2020 Q3
motor vehicles. In this context, one of the carmakers
Source: EC-DG ECFIN
has recently announced the start of a significant
investment with a view to setting up a production
line for the manufacture of components that are imported from other European
countries at present. At the same time, however, sales of electric and hybrid vehicles
consolidate their uptrend, 15 percent of the new cars sold in the EU being expected
to rely on such a technology in 202117. Nevertheless, the alignment of the local
industry with these trends is slow in coming, which could constrain this segment’s
development potential in the long run.

17
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Labour market developments
The crisis triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak further impacted labour
market conditions, yet the adverse effects remained broadly contained, being less
ample than initially expected. Economic activity has partially recovered following the
easing of restrictions. Nevertheless, the extension
until end-2020 of financial support measures
Chart 2.13. Number of employees
economy-wide
provided by the government to the hardest hit
companies is suggestive of the fragility of this
contributions to annual change, pp annual change (%)
4
development.
3

The number of employees economy-wide further
decreased July through August, yet the annual
1
contraction remained around that recorded
0
in the previous quarter, i.e. -1.7 percent versus
-1
-1.6 percent in 2020 Q2 (Chart 2.13). Downsizing in
-2
personnel occurred mainly in manufacturing and
-3
market services (particularly in accommodation
I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III*
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
and food service activities, and transport and
market services
trade
storage activities), whereas hiring continued in the
industry
construction
ICT sector, construction and healthcare. Similarly,
agriculture
budgetary sector
total (rhs)
in Q2 the ILO unemployment rate climbed to
*) Jul.-Aug. 2020
5.4 percent (+1.2 percentage points from Q1), the
Source: NIS, NBR calculations
latest data indicating a more moderate rise for Q3;
the NEA unemployment rate has increased at a
rather slow pace since the pandemic outbreak (3.3 percent in July-August against a
3 percent average in 2020 H1).
2

These developments, smooth in comparison with the sizeable contraction in
economic activity, mirror to a large extent the influence of government’s employment
support programmes, approximately 1 million employees being on the furlough
scheme during the peak of the crisis. The authorities extended the financial
support measures beyond 1 June so as to further promote, as much as possible,
the preservation of employment relationships. This support implies the coverage of
41.5 percent of wages, without exceeding 41.5 percent of the average gross wage
earnings economy-wide, for a period of three months for the employees whose
employment contracts are reactivated after having been suspended at the onset
of the crisis. Flexible working time arrangements may also be implemented for a
limited period, under which the government pays 75 percent of the wage difference
resulting from the reduction in working hours (up to 50 percent at most), this
support scheme applying until end-2020. The same employee cannot benefit from
both facilities.
The widely used furlough scheme during the peak of the crisis also affected the
trajectory of average gross wage earnings economy-wide, whose annual dynamics
accelerated July through August to over 7 percent from an average of about 3 percent
in Q2. This largely reflected the return of workers from furlough, once restrictions were
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Chart 2.14. Nominal gross wage earnings*
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Source: NIS, NBR calculations

Chart 2.15. Beveridge curve
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gradually eased and businesses resumed operations
(Chart 2.14), yet providing vacation vouchers to
public sector employees one month later than in the
previous year (in July 2020 versus June 2019) also
played a part.
Amid the reduced labour absorption capacity
of the economy, shown by the drop in the job
vacancy rate, the rise in the number of potential
job candidates contributes to a reversal of the
balance of power on the labour market. Specifically,
employers’ bargaining power in setting contractual
terms and conditions strengthens, unlike in previous
years, when workers had a dominant position – this
phenomenon is specific to the recession phase of
the business cycle, being captured by the large
movement along the Beveridge curve over the
recent period (Chart 2.15). This is also illustrated by
the results of an eJobs survey, which shows a rise
in competition between job seekers, especially the
young (in the 18-24 age group).

OX: Unemployment rate (%)
OY: Job vacancy rate (%)

Apart from the cyclical component, the
pandemic-induced shock has the potential
of triggering certain structural changes, such as
a stronger labour demand from companies
2008 Q4
operating in sectors compatible with social
2006 Q1
distancing. The latest results of the DG-ECFIN Survey
reveal higher demand in areas such as construction,
online trade, courier services, activities than can
2015
Q1
2019 Q4
be performed remotely using ICT technology
(teleworking), or in the health sector and essential
activities (manufacture of and trade in food
2020 Q2
items and pharmaceuticals). At the same time,
employment prospects are further adverse
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
in numerous sub-sectors in services (e.g. air
Source: NIS, NBR estimates
transport, travel agency activities, hospitality
services or recreation activities) or in manufacturing,
where external demand is still rather weak.
Overall, both EC-DG ECFIN and Manpower surveys reveal an improvement in
employment expectations compared with the previous months, yet the results of
economic agents’ opinions remain below the level recorded in the same year-ago
period.
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2. Import prices and producer prices
on the domestic market
The partial recovery of demand in 2020 Q3 has led to a rebound in
commodity prices on international markets, yet future developments are
further marked by high uncertainty. Although the annual growth rate of
industrial producer prices on the domestic market stabilised somewhat
between July and August, this owed to the counterbalancing effect that
the broad adjustment of pork prices had between the main industrial
groupings. In the absence of this influence, the negative dynamics of
industrial producer prices would have probably slowed down slightly, in line
with external developments, but also with the upward pressures building
up via other costs, such as pandemic-related costs, associated with hygiene,
disinfection and prevention measures, as well as costs driven by this year’s
poor grain harvest.

2.1. Import prices
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The developments in commodity prices have mirrored the improvement in economic
conditions over recent months (Chart 2.16). Following a sharp fall in early 2020 Q2,
energy prices witnessed a rebound, given the
trajectory of manufacturing output and the capping
Chart 2.16. International commodity prices
of OPEC+ oil supply, which led to a slowdown in
annual change (%)
their annual rate of decline, from ‑51.3 percent in
2020 Q2 to -28.7 percent in Q318. Nevertheless,
Brent oil price saw its upward path come to a halt
in September, indicating that its value cannot
significantly exceed USD 40/barrel amid the current
market conditions. The annual dynamics of metal
prices (including mineral products) picked up as
well, from -13.2 percent in 2020 Q2 to 5.7 percent
in Q3, mainly on the back of demand from China.
The annual rate of change of the FAO index for
agri-food commodities entered positive territory
at mid-2020 Q3, reaching 5 percent in September
agri-food items
metals
following a 2.3 percent contraction in the preceding
energy
quarter. Upward pressures stemmed primarily
Source: World Bank, FAO, NBR calculations
from grains and sunflower seeds amid weaker
harvests across Europe, due to a very severe drought
overlapping with intensified international trade driven by many countries’ strategy
to build up stocks for food security reasons. However, the latest FAO assessments
point to a plentiful global supply further characterising this segment, which is a factor
likely to alleviate the effects of the above-mentioned pressures. Meat prices remained
below the level recorded in the same year-ago period, their annual dynamics falling
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According to World Bank data.
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even deeper into negative territory (-9.7 percent in Q3 compared to -4.1 percent
in Q2). Behind this stood the weakening global demand amid the reduced mobility
of the population and the restrictions further in place in the hospitality industry,
to which adds China’s recent decision to suspend all imports from Germany due to
outbreaks of African swine fever.
In 2020 Q2, external prices exerted stronger disinflationary pressures, the unit
value index of imports (UVI)19 declining to 94.6 percent. This effect on domestic
price dynamics was offset by a slight depreciation of the leu against the euro. Major
contributors to the developments in the aggregate UVI were mineral products,
chemicals, plastics and base metals, in line with the movements in international
commodity prices, but these disinflationary pressures are expected to weaken
somewhat in 2020 Q3, following the partial recovery of global demand. As regards the
goods holding a relevant share in the CPI basket, on the agri-food segment the UVI of
vegetal products saw a mild increase, given the surge in fruit prices (128.5 percent),
whereas pressures from grains and oils were not detectable, being most likely to
occur in Q3. The UVI of meat products dropped to 97.3 percent (-39.5 percentage
points versus the previous quarter), a trend that will presumably intensify in the
period ahead. On the non-food segment, rises in UVI were further seen in clothing
and footwear, whereas the UVI of transport means fell below one, declining to
98.5 percent.

2.2. Producer prices on the domestic market
July through August 2020, the annual dynamics of industrial producer prices on the
domestic market stood at -1 percent, similarly to the Q2 level, owing to a netting
effect between the main industrial groupings,
generated by the significant adjustment in the
Chart 2.17. Industrial producer prices
on the domestic market
annual growth rate of pigmeat prices (Chart 2.17).
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The repositioning of the Brent oil price on an
upward trend led to a slightly slower annual rate of
decline in energy prices (+0.4 percentage points to
‑8.4 percent). This influence was partly offset by a
favourable base effect on the dynamics of producer
prices for electricity and heating. Conversely, the
weaker pressures from commodity costs in the meat
processing sub-sector continued to act as the main
disinflationary factor in the case of producer prices
for consumer goods (-0.3 percentage points, to
3.7 percent). Nevertheless, other categories of food
items have started to witness emerging upward
pressures, given the poor crops at European level,
but also on the domestic front. The annual change
in producer prices for consumer goods excluding

Expressed in EUR.
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food, beverages, tobacco rose to 5.4 percent (+2.5 percentage points), due to the
growth rate of producer prices in the pharmaceutical industry picking up significantly
to 21 percent. The high demand for this type of products generated by the current
epidemiological situation has allowed pharmaceutical companies to increase prices,
also in an attempt to cover potential additional costs associated with the supply of
raw materials and materials.
The annual dynamics of producer prices for the other categories of goods remained
nearly unchanged: 0.8 percent for intermediate goods, respectively 5.1 percent for
capital goods, given that the recent depreciation of the US dollar against the domestic
currency has limited the impact of metal price developments.
In the period from July to August 2020, the annual
change of agricultural producer prices slowed down
annual change (%)
versus Q2, yet remained high at 8.9 percent, down
50
by 1.1 percentage points, the breakdown showing
40
mixed developments (Chart 2.18). Significant
30
hikes in dynamics were reported for grains (up to
20
8.8 percent for wheat and 20 percent for maize),
10
as well as for sunflower seeds (up to 12 percent),
0
mirroring the weak agricultural output, which
-10
dipped by roughly 30 percent compared to the
previous year. In contrast, the bumper vegetable
-20
J F MAM J J A S O N D J F MAM J J A S O N D J F MAM J J A S
crops led to broad-based annual price decreases on
2018
2019
2020
this segment. The annual growth rate of prices for
animal products
vegetal products
animal products stabilised at around 12 percent, the
total
impact of the fast moderation noticed on the pork
wheat – external price (rhs)
meat segment (to 2 percent, from 30 percent in H1)
maize – external price (rhs)
sunflower – external price (rhs)
being countered by the rise in prices for other types
Source: NIS, Bloomberg, NBR calculations
of meat. This probably owed also to a change in the
behaviour of consumers, as they attempted to find a
substitute for pork meat, whose prices had soared before the pandemic outbreak.
Chart 2.18. Agricultural producer prices
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Unit labour costs
Given the significant contraction in economic activity in Q2, as well as companies’
propensity to maintain labour surplus in periods affected by negative shocks
(a prevalent behaviour in the previous crisis too)20, the annual growth rate of unit
labour costs economy-wide took a leap in 2020 Q2 (to almost 11 percent). A slightly
slower acceleration (to around 8 percent) is also noticeable even after removing
from the calculation the furloughed employees whose benefits, amounting to nearly
lei 3.7 billion, were paid by the government (an adjustment that is meant to capture
more accurately the pressure from labour costs on companies; Chart 2.19).
The extension until end-2020 of the government financial support measures for

20

32

Although it may be sub-optimal in the first phase, the strategy may turn out to be beneficial in the longer run,
by subsequently avoiding searching and training costs for new employees and therefore securing existing jobs.
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Chart 2.19. Unit labour costs
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the most affected companies economy-wide21
will continue to act as a buffer, the growth rate of
unit labour costs being expected to slow down in
2020 H2.

Turning to the industrial sector, the annual growth
rate of unit wage costs dropped markedly (from a
record high of nearly 40 percent April through May
to 6.7 percent June through August), automatically
driven by the gradual resumption of activity.
In this case as well, the actual pressure experienced
I III I III I III I III I III I III I III I III I III I III I III I III I II
by companies was lower, as shown by the
08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
developments in the indicator adjusted for the
ULC economy-wide excl. furlough*
impact of firms’ recourse to furlough schemes March
ULC economy-wide
through June, i.e. for the impact of the government
*) indicator calculated for 2020 Q2 by excluding
support granted as of June for the reactivation
furloughed employees
of the employment contracts suspended during
Source: Eurostat, NIS, MPF, Ministry of Labour and Social Protection,
NBR calculations and estimates
the state of emergency. Specifically, in-house
assessments based on the available data22 suggest
that the annual growth rate of unit wage costs in industry stood at around 9 percent
on average from March to August, close to the level recorded in the first two months
of 2020, unaffected by the crisis.

21

The budgeted amounts are estimated at around lei 5 billion and the payments made in Q3 for reactivating employment
contracts suspended at the outbreak of the crisis totalled around lei 1.7 billion.

22

For the period from March to June, this indicator was calculated by excluding the number of furloughed employees in the
industrial sector, based on data from the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection. An average number of reactivated
employment contracts in this sector was estimated for June to August, based on the amounts paid economy-wide over this
period, as published by the Ministry of Public Finance, and on the share of suspended contracts at sector level during the
state of emergency.
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3.

Monetary policy and
financial developments
1. Monetary policy
Having convened for a meeting on 5 August 202023, the NBR Board decided to
cut the monetary policy rate by another 0.25 percentage points, to 1.50 percent;
moreover, the deposit facility rate and the lending (Lombard) facility rate
were lowered to 1.00 percent and 2.00 percent respectively. At the same
time, minimum reserve requirement ratios on both leu- and foreign
currency-denominated liabilities of credit institutions were kept unchanged.
In addition, given the liquidity shortfall on the money market, it was decided
that the NBR further conduct repo transactions and continue to purchase
leu-denominated government securities on the secondary market, while
preserving financial market stability. Considering the transmission lags of the
policy rate impulses, such a calibration of the monetary policy conduct was
meant to provide an underpinning to the recovery of economic activity over the
projection horizon, with a view to bringing and strengthening over the medium
term the annual inflation rate in line with the 2.5 percent ±1 percentage point
inflation target, while safeguarding financial stability (Chart 3.1).
The decisions were taken in a context in which
incoming statistical data after the May monetary
policy meeting showed, in line with expectations,
a severe economic impact of the coronavirus
pandemic, with a peak in April, starting however
to fade in the following month, amid the gradual
lifting of physical mobility restrictions, as well as
the government’s support programmes and the
NBR’s monetary policy measures.

Chart 3.1. NBR rates
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Thus, the annual inflation rate followed a
downward path in Q2 as well, even steeper than
anticipated, falling to 2.58 percent in June24 versus
3.05 percent in March, as a result of the markedly
larger drop in fuel prices in annual terms. At the
same time, the annual adjusted CORE2 inflation
rate saw only a minor, lower-than-projected

23

According to the NBR Board decision of 20 March, given the elevated uncertainty surrounding economic and financial
developments in the coronavirus pandemic context, the previously announced calendar of monetary policy meetings was
suspended, with monetary policy meetings to be held whenever necessary for an indefinite period.

24

In the closing month of the quarter, the annual inflation rate picked up, however, against the May reading of 2.26 percent.
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decline25, further reflecting pre-pandemic underlying inflationary pressures, to which
added the influences of changes in the consumption structure brought about by the
pandemic and social distancing, as well as the impact of cost increases associated
with bottlenecks in production and supply chains and with the measures to prevent
the coronavirus spread.
Excess aggregate demand remained significant in 2020 Q1, witnessing only a
modest contraction, as quarterly GDP dynamics ran further in positive territory26,
although in annual terms economic growth decelerated considerably27. At the same
time, the trade deficit posted a markedly faster widening in this period, while the
current account deficit coverage by foreign direct investment and capital transfers
deteriorated further. However, the cyclical position of the economy shifted abruptly
in Q2, in line with expectations, incoming data and assessments pointing to a severe
contraction of the economy for the period overall, but also to a partial recovery in
the following quarter, as high-frequency indicators pointed to a massive economic
downturn in April, which started to be reversed in May, when the state of emergency
was replaced with the state of alert. The evolution implied the sudden opening of
a large negative output gap in Q2, as well as its near-halving in the following three
months, relatively in line with the previous forecast.
On the labour market, the worsening of developments was cushioned in April
by firms’ recourse to government-financed furlough schemes, while in May it
was mitigated by the resumption of activity in some sectors, as well as by new
government support measures. Hence, in the first two months of Q2, both the decline
in the number of employees in the economy and the rise in the ILO unemployment
rate were more modest than anticipated. The annual growth rate of average gross
nominal wage earnings followed, however, a steeper downward path, primarily
on account of developments in sectors bearing the brunt of restrictive measures28,
including in the context of wider recourse to furlough schemes. At the same time,
developments in unit wage costs in industry worsened markedly, as a result of higher
labour productivity losses.
Financial market conditions continued to improve, prompted by the monetary policy
rate cut in May, as well as amid the significant liquidity provided by the NBR through
bilateral repo operations and purchases of leu-denominated government securities
on the secondary market, given the considerable liquidity shortfall on the money
market. Thus, key interbank money market rates consolidated their decline and
subsequently their lower levels, with yields on longer-term government securities
following a relatively similar path. Moreover, the average lending rate on new
business followed a clear-cut downtrend in Q2, whereas the average remuneration of
new time deposits fell only slightly, with the related spread narrowing considerably.
The reduction in the IRCC level at the onset of Q3 was, however, only marginal, the
25

To 3.7 percent in June from 3.86 percent in March.

26

As a result of the particularly robust performance in the first two months of the year.

27

To 2.4 percent from 4.3 percent in the previous quarter; statistical data are those available at the time of conducting the
monetary policy assessment.

28

Such as accommodation and food service activities, transport activities, non-food trade.
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characteristics of the index being conducive to increased transmission lags of the
policy rate impulses.
At the same time, the EUR/RON exchange rate remained quasi-stable and the leu even
tended to appreciate somewhat against the euro in July, and more visibly against
the US dollar, as a result of the upbeat sentiment instilled by the EU’s comprehensive
economic recovery plan, which also caused the European currency to strengthen
versus the US dollar. Nevertheless, relative to the region, the adjustments were
more overshadowed, even in the context of the interest rate differential, while
the deterioration of the fiscal position and its outlook, alongside the external
imbalance continued to put pressure on the sovereign risk premium. This could have
consequences on the leu exchange rate volatility and, implicitly, on inflation and
confidence in the domestic currency, and ultimately on financing costs and the pace
of economic recovery following the downturn.
The annual growth rate of credit to the private sector saw its deceleration slow
considerably in June, on account of developments in the leu-denominated component,
reflecting inter alia the effects of the IMM Invest Romania programme and of the
relief measures for some debtors in the pandemic context, as well as the stimulative
influence of the downward trend in interest rates. The share of domestic currency
loans in total credit climbed to 67.8 percent, hitting a post-May 1996 record high.
Against this background, the new medium-term forecast reconfirmed the inflation
outlook highlighted in the previous projection, with a slightly downward revision over
the short-term horizon. Specifically, the annual inflation rate was anticipated to go up
again slightly in July and remain relatively flat until December 2020, before tending
to decline and converge towards the mid-point of the target over the policy-relevant
horizon29. The slight upward adjustment in the annual inflation rate in 2020 H2 was
attributable to the transitory action of supply-side factors, reflecting chiefly base
effects and the upward correction in oil prices30, but also influences from disruptions
in production/supply chains and costs associated with infection prevention measures,
likely to affect core inflation developments.
Against this backdrop, the underlying disinflationary pressures were expected to
be clearly visible only in the latter part of the forecast horizon, given inter alia the
persistence of core inflation and the high increase in wage costs this year, but also
the time lag needed for the disinflationary effects of the sizeable aggregate demand
deficit probably opened in Q2 to become manifest31. It was anticipated to close
gradually, albeit at a somewhat faster-than-previously-forecasted pace – implying
the return of the output gap to positive territory right from the start of 2022 –, amid
expectations of a relatively stronger economic recovery after the severe downturn

36

29

The annual inflation rate was expected to stand at 2.7 percent in December 2020 and 2.4 percent at the end of the forecast
horizon, versus the May 2020 projection of 2.8 percent and 2.5 percent respectively for the same moments in time.

30

However, the inflationary impact of supply-side factors was expected to be more moderate than in the previous assessment,
given the decline in electricity and natural gas prices starting 1 July 2020, amid market liberalisation.

31

Under the circumstances, the annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate was expected to remain significantly above headline
inflation in 2020 H2, at slightly higher-than-previously-anticipated values, but subsequently to experience a somewhat
steeper downward correction, falling in mid-2021 and then stabilising at 2.2 percent, similarly to previous assessments.
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in 2020 Q2, prompted by the progressive easing of physical mobility restrictions, but
also by the influences from government support programmes and from monetary
conditions, alongside the effects of the gradual restoration of external demand.
The uncertainties surrounding the new macroeconomic projections continued to
be extremely elevated, triggering two-way risks to the inflation outlook. Their major
source remained, at least in the short run, the coronavirus pandemic – which resurged
in July – and the associated containment measures that weighed on the speed and
path of economic recovery, the government’s support programmes and the NBR’s
monetary policy measures notwithstanding. Heightened uncertainties and risks
stemmed from the fiscal and income policy stance, given the possibly larger widening
of the budget deficit in 2020 – also as a result of higher social transfers in the run-up
to this year’s elections, likely to affect the budget execution in the years ahead –,
as well as the fiscal consolidation that would probably be initiated shortly, in line
with the EU’s fiscal governance framework; however, the economic impact of the
latter could be partly countered by the funds allocated to Romania via the EU’s
recently-agreed economic recovery package and multiannual budget. Significant
uncertainties and risks also stemmed from the external environment, given the
somewhat more encouraging signals on the recent developments in Europe’s
economies, but also amid the resurgent pandemic as of late, which may have an
impact on the pace of recovery of economic activity and global trade.
This context warranted another prudent cut in the monetary policy rate, in order to
support – amid the inherent transmission lags – the recovery of economic activity
over the projection horizon so as to bring and strengthen in the medium term the
annual inflation rate in line with the inflation target of 2.5 percent ±1 percentage
point, while safeguarding financial stability.

2. Financial markets and monetary developments
Longer-term rates on the interbank money market, as well as the interest
rate on interbank transactions32, continued to fall in Q3. The EUR/RON
exchange rate remained, however, quasi-stable in the first two months of
Q3, before witnessing two episodes of steeper increase in September.
The annual growth rate of credit to the private sector saw its deceleration
slow considerably July through August, whereas the annual dynamics of
liquidity across the economy picked up further.

2.1. Interest rates
In Q3, the daily average interbank money market rate stuck to the pattern that had
taken shape towards the end of the previous period, tending to stay in the vicinity of
the lending facility rate, also after the latter was lowered by 0.25 percentage points,
32
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The average interest rate on transactions in deposits on the interbank money market (excluding the NBR), weighted by the
volume of transactions.
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in tandem with the policy rate cut, according to the NBR Board decision of 5 August.
However, its quarterly average continued to go down visibly – by 0.21 percentage
points versus the April-June reading –, to stand at 1.87 percent.
In the context of a persistent net liquidity deficit on the money market – albeit
gradually shrinking, especially in the latter part of the quarter33 –, the NBR continued
to provide liquidity to credit institutions through bilateral repo operations and,
additionally, through purchases of leu-denominated government securities on the
secondary market, yet at lower volumes than in April through June34 and in a prudent
manner, associated with a slight pick-up in banks’ recourse to the lending facility
towards the end of the period. Against this background, ON rates on the interbank
money market tended to remain in the vicinity of the lending facility rate – also after
the latter was lowered to 2.0 percent –, falling in the lower half of the interest rate
corridor only in the closing days of the reserve maintenance periods that ended in
August and September, when temporary reserve surpluses were recorded.
Chart 3.2. Policy rate and ROBOR rates
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Besides the impact of the policy rate cut and
the effect of the NBR’s new outright purchases,
developments on the government securities market
in Q3 also reflected the fluctuations in the risk premium demanded by investors
amid the political evolutions/decisions conducive to risks to the fiscal position, but
also the positive sentiment prevailing on the global financial market July through
August, followed by a relative deterioration towards the end of the quarter36. Under
the circumstances, after a slightly upward adjustment seen in July in correlation

*) end of period
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3M-12M ROBOR rates fell at a slower pace in
July, before posting a renewed steeper decline
in August, as a result of the monetary policy rate
cut. In September, their decrease slowed again
considerably, which also masked a slight upward
adjustment in the closing 10-day period of the
month, in response to the political decisions
taken, conducive to concerns about fiscal stance
prospects. Consequently, the quarterly averages of
these rates witnessed the fifth successive decline,
albeit more modest than in the previous quarter
– i.e. 0.32-0.33 percentage points versus 0.65-0.66
percentage points –, coming in at 2.06 percent
for the 3M rate and 2.14 percent and 2.21 percent
for 6M and 12M rates respectively35 (Chart 3.2).

33

Under the expansionary impact of Treasury operations.

34

The average daily stock of repo transactions declined to lei 4.6 billion and lei 4.0 billion in July and August respectively from
lei 5.0 billion in June and almost lei 9 billion in May, before dropping to lei 0.8 billion in September. Moreover, the volume of
purchases of leu-denominated government securities in this quarter, conducted in July and August, cumulated
approximately lei 1.3 billion; hence, the total volume of government securities purchased since April reached lei 5.3 billion.

35

Thus hitting 10-quarter lows.

36

On the external front, long-term government security yields tended to remain, with some fluctuations, in the vicinity of the
low levels reached in April and May both in advanced economies and in the region, except for Hungary, where they followed
an upward path August through September.
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Chart 3.3. Reference rates on the secondary
market for government securities
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with monetary developments, reference rates on
the secondary market for government securities
followed a generally downward path August
through September, with long-term rates witnessing
however more visible fluctuations. Hence, the
September averages of secondary market rates
fell against those in June by 0.22 percentage
points and 0.31 percentage points for 6-month
and 12-month securities (to 2.47 percent and
2.58 percent respectively), by 0.46 percentage
points (to 3.02 percent) for the 3-year maturity, and
by 0.36 percentage points (to 3.28 percent) and
0.38 percentage points (to 3.52 percent) for 5-year
and 10-year securities respectively. Consequently,
the yield curve continued to flatten, albeit less than
in the previous quarter (Chart 3.3).

10Y

On the primary market, the average accepted rates
at the auctions posted mixed developments in July,
amid the weakening of investor interest in leu-denominated government securities37,
but also the decrease in the MPF’s borrowing requirements38, so that the volume of
issued securities normalised versus the exceptional levels recorded in the period from
May to June. Starting August, however, the rates witnessed a broad-based downtrend,
which steepened slightly in September. Thus, their September readings declined
against those in June by 0.36 percentage points for 1-year securities, 0.65 percentage
points for 3-year securities, and by 0.47 percentage points for the 5-year and 8-year
maturities respectively. Investors’ rekindled interest was also shown by the renewed
significant rise, during the closing month of the quarter, in the volume of securities
issued39, which had contracted further in August (to an 18-month low), inter alia amid
the decrease in the announced volume of issues40. During the quarter as a whole41,
the ratios of both the amounts of bids submitted and the volume of issues to the
announced volume stood below the previous quarter’s readings, coming at 2.0
and 1.1 respectively. Reflecting the decline in relevant interbank money market
rates and the slight fall in the IRCC, but also in the context of the IMM Invest
Romania programme and some banks’ promotional offers, the average interest rate
on non-bank clients’ new loans saw a steeper drop in July (reaching 6.02 percent,

37

Also in a context in which, in July, the MPF issued on external markets USD-denominated bonds with maturities of 10 years
(USD 1.3 billion) and 30 years (USD 2.0 billion) at rates of 3.04 percent and 4.0 percent respectively.

38

The MPF partly/fully rejected the bids submitted at two of the auctions held in July (for 4- and 8-year securities respectively).
Moreover, the MPF changed the calendar of July issues, dropping the auction for 6-month bills worth lei 600 million,
scheduled for 16 July.

39

Also amid the incorporation of leu-denominated government securities into the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate index
as of 1 September 2020.

40

Furthermore, the MPF fully rejected the bids submitted at one of the auctions. In August, the MPF also put into circulation
on the domestic market EUR-denominated government securities worth EUR 495.1 million, by reopening an issue with an
original maturity of 5 years (residual maturity of 3 years), at an average accepted rate of 0.99 percent.

41

During Q3, the MPF also issued a sizeable volume of government securities for households. Specifically, July, August and
September saw subscriptions as part of the “Tezaur” programme for securities spanning 1, 2, 3 and 5 years, at rates of
3.5 percent, 4 percent, 4.25 percent, and 4.75 percent respectively; in August, the MPF issued BSE-listed securities as part of
the “Fidelis” programme, denominated in domestic currency (totalling lei 1.2 billion, of which lei 562.4 million for 2-year
securities and lei 662.5 million for 4-year securities) and euro respectively (worth EUR 168.4 million and a 4-year maturity).
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Chart 3.4. Bank rates
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the lowest reading for the past two and a half
years), followed by a partial upward adjustment
(6.14 percent), its average for the period overall
shedding 0.14 percentage points, to 6.08 percent
(Chart 3.4). The average interest rate on new
time deposits decreased marginally in July,
but somewhat more visibly in August (down
0.18 percentage points, to 1.68 percent), thus
standing in the period overall 0.25 percentage
points lower than in Q2, at 1.77 percent.

Looking at the two customer sectors, monthly
developments were broadly similar. In particular,
the average lending rate on new business to
J O J A J O J A J O J A J
households shed 0.17 percentage points in July
2018
2019
2020
and rose marginally in August (to 7.38 percent),
new loans in lei
its average for the two months adding however
new time deposits in lei
0.26 percentage points against that in 2020 Q2,
to 7.36 percent, mainly due to the re-widening
of the share of new consumer loans, more strongly hit by the pandemic crisis April
through May. Its monthly developments were primarily ascribable to the average
interest rate on new consumer credit, which shrank in July by 0.27 percentage points,
to a three-and-a half-year low of 8.97 percent, before increasing only marginally.
Nevertheless, its average dropped markedly versus Q2, inter alia amid major
banks’ promotional offers, which prompted a sizeable expansion in the flow of these
loans. The interest rate on new housing loans stood virtually still in both months, its
average edging up 0.12 percentage points (to 5.28 percent) against Q2. The average
lending rate on new business to non-financial corporations witnessed a hefty decline
in July (down 0.41 percentage points from the previous month) for the second
consecutive month, which was however partially corrected in August (to 4.82 percent).
Nonetheless, during the two months overall, it fell markedly (by 0.6 percentage points,
to 4.65 percent), alongside the considerable rise in the flow of loans, also underpinned
by the IMM Invest Romania programme.
The average remuneration of new time deposits from households stuck to the slowly
downward trend seen since December 2019, with a standstill in July followed by a
marginal decline in August (to 1.67 percent); its average for the two months thus
inched down a mere 0.05 percentage points versus Q2, to 1.70 percent. The average
interest rate on new time deposits from non-financial corporations fell slightly
in July and somewhat more steeply in August (down 0.22 percentage points,
to 1.69 percent), its average for the two months overall (1.80 percent) shedding
0.32 percentage points against Q2.

40
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2.2. Exchange rate and capital flows
Chart 3.5. Nominal exchange rate
monthly average
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Table 3.1. Key financial account items
EUR million

Portfolio
investments

Net incurrence
of liabilities*

4,676 8,191 -3,515

5,218

8,428

-3,210

548 4,865 -4,282 -1,354

6

-1,360

1,331 4,480 -3,149

Financial
derivatives

-25

x

-25

Other investment

522 -1,154

1,676

Net

Net acquisition
of financial assets*

8 mos. 2020

Net

Financial account
Direct investment

Net incurrence
of liabilities*

Net acquisition
of financial assets*

8 mos. 2019

-27 10,280 -10,306
x

-22

2,983 -1,858

-22

4,841
3,990

– currency
and deposits

-615

-641

26

3,457

-533

– loans

-142

-931

789

79

236

-157

– other

1,279

418

861

-553 -1,561

1,008

2,263

0

2,263

NBR’s reserve
assets, net

3,638

0

3,638

The EUR/RON exchange rate remained quasi-stable
in the first two months of 2020 Q3, before posting
two episodes of sharper increase in September,
under the impact of a rise in global risk aversion, but
also as a response to domestic political decisions,
likely to pose risks to public finance sustainability
and hence to economic recovery (Chart 3.5).
In light of the prevalence of a favourable global
financial market sentiment, the EUR/RON exchange
rate stayed relatively stable in July and the domestic
currency even tended, in the last 10-day period, to
appreciate somewhat against the single currency,
and more visibly against the US dollar. This was a
result of the upbeat sentiment instilled by the EU’s
comprehensive economic recovery plan, which also
caused the European currency to strengthen versus
the US dollar. Nevertheless, relative to the region,
the adjustments were significantly more subdued
and partly reversed towards the end of the month42.
The EUR/RON exchange rate continued to fluctuate
within a narrow range during August, as the
favourable sentiment on the international
financial market was fostered mainly by signs of
brighter-than-expected global economic
developments and by indications of major central
banks further pursuing a strongly accommodative
monetary policy stance (Table 3.1). The sentiment
was also underpinned by the gradual decline in the
number of newly-reported COVID-19 infections in
the US and in some emerging countries43, as well as
by the considerable mitigation, compared to the
March-April period, of the healthcare impact exerted
by the resurgent pandemic in some EU economies,
implying – at least in the near run – a low likelihood
of reintroducing drastic restrictive measures.

*) “+” increase/“-” decrease

In this context, events on the domestic political
stage44 – conducive to concerns about fiscal stance prospects – exerted only
42

As a monthly average, the EUR/RON remained practically unchanged, the Czech koruna appreciated by 0.6 percent against
the euro, while the Polish zloty and Hungarian forint depreciated by 0.1 percent and 1.0 percent respectively.

43

Brazil, South Africa and Russia.

44

The Social Democrat Party announced on 14 July its intention to submit to Parliament a no-confidence motion against the
government during August; the motion was filed on 17 August, but the vote scheduled for 31 August was cancelled due to
lack of a quorum.
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temporary and subdued influences on the currency pair. In relation to the US dollar,
the leu strengthened even more steeply, as the EUR/USD stuck to an upward path,
peaking at a two-year high at the end of the month, inter alia in response to the Fed’s
announcement on 27 August regarding the monetary policy framework review. In the
region, the exchange rates of the Polish zloty and of the Czech koruna versus the euro
consolidated at the low levels reached at end-July, whereas the exchange rate of the
Hungarian forint witnessed a relatively abrupt increase in the latter part of the month.
However, the EUR/RON exchange rate resumed an upward trend at the beginning of
September, in step with the region, amid a relatively sudden increase in global risk
aversion45 and the worsening investor sentiment regarding the financial markets in
the region, against the background of a faster rise in COVID-19 infections. Pressures
on the EUR/RON then subsided temporarily – also in the context of the relative
easing of domestic political tensions and of Romania’s leu-denominated government
securities being included in the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate index as
of 1 September46 –, only to intensify again in the last 10-day period, following the
decisions adopted by the Parliament, likely to pose risks to public finance
sustainability and hence to economic recovery.
Chart 3.6. Exchange rate developments
on emerging markets in the region
120 indexes, 31 December 2016=100
115
110
105

Compared to the previous quarter47, the domestic
currency depreciated against the euro by
0.4 percent in nominal terms48 and 0.6 percent
in real terms. In relation to the US dollar, the leu
Jan.
Jan.
strengthened by 4.3 percent in nominal terms
2019
2020
and 4.1 percent in real terms, given the former’s
EUR/HUF
significant weakening against the euro (Chart 3.6).
EUR/CZK
Looking at the average annual exchange rate
dynamics in 2020 Q3, the leu saw its nominal
depreciation versus the euro increase and posted
the first appreciation against the US dollar in the past nine quarters.
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Source: ECB, NBR

42

During the period as a whole, the interbank forex
market turnover remained relatively low from a
historical perspective, while the negative balance
of transactions further contracted, albeit more
slowly and only due to developments in the first
two months of the quarter, the foreign currency
deficit posting a renewed widening in September,
including on the residents’ segment.

45

Against the background of the US-China tensions and the slow-in-coming agreement on the size of the second stimulus
check in the US, as well as of the correction in high-tech stock prices on the US market at the beginning of the month and of
the stalemate in negotiations between the United Kingdom and the EU on a post-Brexit trade deal.

46

This decision was announced in February 2020.

47

Based on the September and June averages of the exchange rate.

48

The main currencies in the region also weakened against the euro during this period (the Czech koruna by 0.2 percent,
the Polish zloty by 0.6 percent, and the Hungarian forint by 3.6 percent).
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2.3. Money and credit
Money
July through August 2020, the annual dynamics49 of broad money (M3) continued to increase
(to 14.1 percent – the highest reading for more than 11 years – from 13.6 percent in the previous
three months)50, amid the easing of budget execution under the impact of the pandemic crisis
and the measures implemented, aimed, inter alia, at supporting corporate and household
liquidity; the influence of the fiscal stimulus was only
Table 3.2. Annual growth rates of M3
partly offset by the faster increase in individuals’
and its components
holdings of government securities51 (Table 3.2).
nominal percentage change
2019
III

2020
IV

I

II

quarterly average
growth

Jul.

Aug.

M3

8.8

10.1

11.0

13.6

14.0

14.3

M1

13.6

16.3

18.7

22.2

22.2

22.6

9.2

9.8

10.1

15.7

15.8

15.2

15.5

19.0

22.4

24.9

24.8

25.7

1.5

0.4

-1.1

-0.6

0.0

-0.1

Currency in circulation
Overnight deposits
Time deposits
(maturity of up to
two years)

Chart 3.7. Main broad money components
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Both major components boosted the upward
path of M3 in this period. Narrow money had a
somewhat more obvious contribution this time
as well, its annual dynamics picking up further,
albeit at a visibly slower pace, amid the rise in the
double-digit annual rate of change of non-financial
corporations’ overnight deposits. The advance of
households’ overnight deposits and of currency in
circulation also continued to post very high values,
although slowing slightly versus 2020 Q2. In turn,
time deposits with a maturity of up to two years
halted their contraction in annual terms, due to
developments in leu-denominated deposits, which
increased at a faster pace in both major institutional
sectors. Specifically, their growth rate peaked at a
more than 7-year high for households – possibly
also amid precautionary saving – and marginally
re-entered positive territory for non-financial
corporations. Against this background, the share of
M1 in M3 continued to widen, reaching a new postMay 1994 high of 67.8 percent in August (Chart 3.7).
From a sectoral perspective, the advance of annual
M3 dynamics was due to the notable re-acceleration
in the growth of corporate deposits, to a 4-year
peak, in correlation with the recovery trend of
the economy following the severe contraction in
mid-2020 Q2, particularly in trade and services to
households52. It was also linked to the government

49

Unless otherwise indicated, percentage changes in this section refer to the average of annual growth rates in nominal terms.

50

The average annual M3 dynamics consolidated at two-digit levels in real terms as well, picking up slightly, to 11.1 percent in the first two
months of Q3 from 10.8 percent in the previous three months.

51

July through August, the MPF issued a sizeable volume of government securities targeting households. Specifically, in both months,
subscriptions were made under the “Tezaur” programme for leu-denominated securities with maturities ranging between 1 and 5 years, and
from 15 July to 7 August, BSE-listed government securities were issued under the “Fidelis” programme, in both lei (totalling lei 1.2 billion) and
euro (EUR 168.4 million).

52

Reflected by the rebound, July through August, in the annual paces of increase in the turnover of retail trade (excluding motor vehicles and
motorcycles), motor vehicle and motorcycle trade, and services to households.
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measures aimed at managing the epidemiologic situation53 and at tackling the
adverse economic impact of the pandemic crisis, inter alia by supporting firms’
liquidity54. The rate of change of similar household deposits also remained especially
robust in July-August 2020, declining only slightly compared to 2020 Q2, even
amid the considerable leap in the dynamics of this sector’s holdings of government
securities and the probable rebound in private consumption, as well as in the context
of a relative recovery in disposable income growth55.
From the perspective of M3 counterparts, the stronger momentum of monetary
expansion was almost fully driven by the swifter dynamics of central government
net credit56, mirroring the faster pace of increase of monetary financial
institutions’ holdings of government securities (to an 8-year high, quarterly average)57,
concurrently with the deceleration in the dynamics of central government deposits.
Mild contractionary effects were generated by a minor loss of momentum in the case
of private sector credit and of net foreign assets of the banking system.
Credit to the private sector
The annual growth rate of credit to the private sector slowed its decline considerably
in the first two months of 2020 Q3 as a whole, i.e. to 3.7 percent58 versus 4.8 percent
in 2020 Q259, given that, after a new mild drop in July, it stopped the downward
trend seen since March and even picked up marginally in August, for the first time
since February 202060. Aside from the impact of the temporary loan moratorium,
based on facilities granted to some debtors in the context of the pandemic crisis61,
this evolution reflected the rebound in domestic currency lending62, supported by
the IMM Invest Romania programme63 and likely spurred by the generally downward

44

53

Also reflected in additional payments for medicines, sanitary equipment, reactants and other products for diagnosing and
treating patients infected with the new coronavirus (according to the general government budget execution, August 2020).

54

The measures taken included the possibility to delay the payment of some fiscal obligations without penalties, the granting
of financial aid to companies in order to support the labour market (inter alia via temporary and partial subsidies for wages
in firms affected by the pandemic), the settlement of health insurance benefits for sick leave in order to diminish the related
overdue payments stock, higher VAT returns (according to the general government budget execution, August 2020), as well
as the possibility given the firms to suspend temporarily the payment of their bank loan instalments.

55

As well as in the context of relief measures consisting in the payment moratorium on contracted loans.

56

The pick-up in the M3 annual dynamics was also ascribable, although to a small extent, to the slower pace of increase of
long-term financial liabilities (including capital accounts).

57

Solely on account of credit institutions’ investments, as the NBR’s purchases of government securities on the secondary
market lost momentum in this period, compared to the previous quarter.

58

Which was, however, a three-year low based on quarterly data.

59

In real terms as well, the annual rate of change of credit to the private sector slowed its deceleration, reaching 0.9 percent in
July-August – a five-year low –, from 2.2 percent in the previous three months.

60

The stock of loans to the private sector saw a renewed and notable step-up in the first two months of 2020 Q3, thus
substantially more than offsetting the decline in April-May 2020.

61

GEO No. 37/2020 instituted a loan moratorium for some borrowers – individuals and companies – allowing monthly loan
repayments to be postponed for up to nine months and not beyond 31 December 2020, starting April 2020. In parallel, a
large part of credit institutions adopted individual-level solutions to postpone loan repayments starting March for
borrowers whose income was temporarily affected by the fallout from the COVID-19 pandemic.

62

Data on new business have been taken from interest rate reports and have been adjusted for the volume of renegotiation
operations.

63

Government support scheme approved in the context of the pandemic crisis through GEO No. 42/2020 and supplemented
by GEO No. 89/2020, whereby the state guarantees up to 90 percent of the amount of some leu-denominated loans to SMEs
and micro-enterprises and fully subsidises the interest and other financing costs until 31 December 2020. The ceiling for this
programme was initially set at lei 15 billion and raised to lei 20 billion on 13 August.
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path of interest rates, as well as by the promotional campaigns run by some credit
institutions.
Chart 3.8. Credit to the private sector
by currency
25

Specifically, the dynamics of leu-denominated
loans nearly halted their downtrend in this period
(6.2 percent versus 6.5 percent in 2020 Q2),
re-entering a slightly upward path in July.
By contrast, the foreign currency component
(expressed in EUR) saw a steeper contraction, which
hit the highest value in the past seven quarters,
amid the reduction in loans granted through lines of
credit. Consequently, the share of leu-denominated
loans in private sector credit increased somewhat
more notably, up to 68.4 percent in August
– a post-May 1996 record (Chart 3.8).
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Chart 3.9. Credit to the private sector
by institutional sector
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In terms of institutional sectors, the improvement
in the evolution of private sector credit owed
primarily to corporate loans, which nearly halted
their deceleration64, as the minor loss of momentum
in July was more than offset by the renewed step-up
in August, for the first time in six months. The main
contribution came from medium- and long-term
leu-denominated loans, whose annual dynamics
almost doubled in the first two months of 2020 Q3,
reaching in August a post-May 2018 high. This was
driven by the IMM Invest Romania programme, due
to which the total volume of new loans increased
markedly, exceeding in this period by approximately
20 percent the average over the last 12 months
before the pandemic crisis. The stronger pace of
domestic currency loans largely offset the impact
of the faster decrease in the dynamics of foreign
currency loans in this sector (expressed in EUR), seen
across the entire maturity spectrum (Chart 3.9).

J

The dynamics of household credit also slowed
their decline in this period65, on the back of the
total
households
leu component, whose pace of growth witnessed
non-financial corporations and non-MFIs
a slacker deceleration, remaining at two-digit
levels. This owed chiefly to the evolution of
leu-denominated housing loans, which continued to rise at a brisk pace, amid a

64

However, in July-August 2020, the average annual growth rate of loans to non-financial corporations reached a three-year
low.

65

This, however, reached a three-year low.
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rebound in lending66, as well as due to the likely drop in the volume of repayments,
following debtor relief measures in the context of the pandemic crisis. In turn, the loss
of momentum in consumer credit and other loans denominated in lei moderated,
inter alia under the impact of the promotional campaigns run by some credit
institutions, as well as probably in correlation with the recovery trend of consumer
demand.

66

46

The average monthly volume of new housing loans in lei increased markedly in July-August, also on the back of the
promotional campaigns run by some banks, slightly exceeding the average over the last 12 months before the pandemic
crisis.
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4.

Inflation outlook
The baseline scenario of the macroeconomic projection is conditional on a
set of assumptions specific to the ongoing public health crisis. In particular,
medical developments are envisaged to worsen further, along with the
authorities’ decision to impose quasi-generalised administrative social
distancing measures nationwide.
In the near run, the annual CPI inflation rate is seen following a sharper
downtrend amid the incidental overlapping of transitory influences such as
lower fuel prices in the first part of this year and bumper crops of fruit and
vegetables in 2020 H2. Subsequently to the fading-out of the action of these
temporary factors, the indicator will stabilise at levels close to the mid-point
of the target after mid-2021. The annual core inflation rate will increasingly
capture the disinflationary pressures associated mainly with the aggregate
demand deficit in the economy, being forecasted to decline over the next
three quarters and stabilise thereafter at levels close to 2 percent.
Although some of the previously-mentioned risks have materialised, the
uncertainties surrounding the macroeconomic projection are still elevated,
especially amid the persistence of the pandemic crisis. On the whole,
the balance of risks to the annual inflation rate is assessed as being tilted
to the upside, over the medium term in particular.

Baseline scenario
4.1. External assumptions
The baseline scenario for the external economic environment relies on the assumption
that the public health crisis will worsen in the short term and needs to be controlled
via administrative social distancing measures. External demand, the proxy of which
is the effective EU GDP, experiences a severe contraction in 2020 compared with the
previous year67. The robust, albeit partial, recovery of economic activity in 2020 Q3
will be significantly slowed by the deterioration of the medical situation in the
final quarter of the year and, over the medium term, by higher uncertainty, thus
dampening consumer and corporate confidence (Table 4.1). Against this background,
the effective EU GDP gap is foreseen to be absorbed slowly starting 2020 Q3, remaining
in negative territory until the projection horizon.

67
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Assessments based on the forecast by Consensus Economics (October) and European Economic Forecast, Summer 2020
(Interim) of the European Commission.
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Table 4.1. Expectations on the developments
in external variables
annual averages
2020

2021

Effective EU economic growth (%)

-7.5

4.1

Annual inflation rate in the euro area (%)

0.3

1.0

Annual inflation rate in the euro area,
excluding energy (%)

1.0

0.6

Annual CPI inflation rate in the USA (%)

1.1

1.6

3M EURIBOR (% per annum)

-0.4

-0.5

USD/EUR exchange rate

1.14

1.19

Brent oil price (USD/barrel)

41.3

44.5

Source: NBR assumptions based on data provided by the ECB,
European Commission, Consensus Economics and Bloomberg

Nevertheless, given this year’s substantial base
effect, external demand dynamics are seen at
significantly positive values in 2021. Both the
lower-than-expected contraction in 2020 Q2
and the swifter economic rebound subsequently
to the lifting of across-the-board restrictions
prompted the upward revision of this year’s effective
EU GDP dynamics compared with the previous
projection round. By contrast, a downward revision
was made for 2021, due largely to the action of
statistical base effects. Given the recent worrisome
pandemic developments in some of Romania’s
trading partners, as well as the already taken and
envisaged measures, most risks to the outlook
for economic activity in the short and medium term

tilt the balance to the downside.
The annual inflation rate in the euro area (HICP) is estimated to remain in negative
territory or close to nil in the short term, under the impact of lower energy prices, a
stronger euro, but also the temporary cut in the standard VAT rate in countries such
as Germany and Ireland. For 2021, the forecast envisages a gradual rise in the annual
inflation rate, especially amid the base effect associated with oil price dynamics,
but also the reversal of the impact of the above-mentioned VAT changes. Over the
medium term, the annual HICP inflation rate in the euro area is projected to run
significantly below 2 percent until the projection horizon, similarly to the annual core
inflation rate (HICP inflation excluding energy).
Chart 4.1. Brent oil price scenario
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The nominal 3M EURIBOR rate is anticipated
to remain in negative territory throughout the
projection interval against the backdrop of the ECB’s
strongly accommodative monetary policy.
Following the recent strengthening of the euro
against the US dollar, which occurred also amid the
review of the monetary policy framework by the
US Federal Reserve System (Fed), the exchange rate
is expected to stabilise until the forecast horizon.
Nonetheless, the path of the exchange rate is still
marked by significant uncertainty, potentially
exerting two-way influences.

The scenario for the Brent oil price is based on
futures prices and foresees a gradual increase up
to USD 47 per barrel at the projection horizon
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration,
NBR assumptions based on Bloomberg data
(Chart 4.1). The anticipated evolution is under the
impact of expectations on global demand for this
commodity – sensitive to potential human mobility restrictions – while, in terms of
supply, it depends on the OPEC+ agreed output curbs. Uncertainty about the path
current scenario
previous scenario
quarterly change spread (rhs)
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in the baseline scenario remains elevated, in line with that associated with the cited
factors.

4.2. Inflation outlook
The annual CPI inflation rate is projected to decrease until 2021 Q1 amid the
incidental overlapping of transitory influences such as the plunge in the oil price in
the first part of 2020 and this year’s bumper fruit and vegetables crops locally and
elsewhere in Europe. Specifically, it is foreseen to reach 2.1 percent at the end of 2020
and 2 percent at the end of 2021 Q1. As a result of the fading-out of these temporary
influences, the annual CPI inflation rate is seen to pick up slightly at mid-2021, before
stabilising until the end of the projection horizon,
i.e. 2022 Q3, at values close to the 2.5 percent
Chart 4.2. Inflation forecast
mid-point of the target (Chart 4.2). Starting from
annual change (%), end of period
5
the elevated and persistent levels seen recently,
multi-annual flat inflation
the annual core inflation rate looks set to fall and
target: 2.5% ±1 pp
subsequently to stick to levels close to 2 percent
4
as of 2021 H2. This evolution is expected against
the background of a partial softening of supply3
side inflationary pressures associated chiefly with
the fall-out from the COVID-19 crisis, as economic
2
agents are gradually adjusting to the new conditions
determined by the medical situation. Moreover, the
1
disinflationary impact of the aggregate demand
deficit is anticipated to build up gradually. Similarly
to the assessments in the previous Inflation Report,
0
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
the contribution of changes in indirect taxes to the
2020
2021
2022
annual CPI inflation rate amounts to 0.2 percentage
CPI
CPI (constant taxes)
points and 0.4 percentage points at end-2020 and
Source: NIS, NBR projection
end-2021 respectively. The average annual CPI
inflation rate will stay on the downward path it has
embarked on in 2020 H1, albeit at a slower pace,
Table 4.2. The annual inflation rate
in the baseline scenario
being anticipated to stabilise as from mid-2021
at levels close to 2.3 percent until the projection
annual change (%); end of period
2020
2021
2022
horizon (Table 4.2).
Q3

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Central target

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Q3
2.5

CPI projection

2.1

2.0

2.2

2.4

2.5

2.3

2.4

2.4

CPI projection*

1.9

1.7

1.8

2.0

2.1

1.9

2.0

2.2

*) calculated at constant taxes

Table 4.3. Annual adjusted CORE2 inflation
rate in the baseline scenario
annual change (%); end of period
2020
Adjusted CORE2

2021

2022

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

3.2

2.7

2.3

2.1

2.1

1.9

2.0

2.0
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Compared to the previous Inflation Report, the annual
CPI inflation rate is seen 0.6 percentage points lower
at end-2020, due mostly to better-than-anticipated
performance of VFE prices, and similar to the
previously-projected one for end-2021.
The annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate continued
to run slightly above the upper bound of the
variation band of the central target, reaching
3.7 percent in September, and is expected to fall
inside the variation band, down to 3.3 percent,
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at end-2020 (Table 4.3). These developments reflect
mainly the supply-side inflationary pressures
annual change (%), end of period
4
associated with the fall-out from the COVID-19
crisis, which are gradually being countered by the
strongly disinflationary effects coming from the
nascent demand deficit. The infection prevention
measures implemented by the economic agents
3
entailed additional fixed expenses, weaker labour
productivity and, hence, higher unit labour costs,
alongside a contraction in these companies’
sales, which has been more pronounced in the
2
sectors directly and heavily hit by the pandemic.
These pressures are seen abating partly, while
the disinflationary influence of the aggregate
demand deficit is expected to become increasingly
1
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
manifest. This evolution will intensify as the labour
2020
2021
2022
market and, hence, the disposable income are hit
Source: NIS, NBR projection
by the effects of the economic downturn, which
have initially been cushioned by the authorities’
support. Consequently, the annual adjusted CORE2 inflation rate is foreseen to decline
gradually over the coming quarters, stabilising in the proximity of 2 percent starting
2021 H2 (Chart 4.3), a path similar to that presented in the previous Inflation Report.
Import price dynamics also contribute to this path of core inflation. Specifically, the
HICP inflation excluding energy in the euro area is seen following a downward course
in 2021 H1 and then recovering slowly. Inflation expectations will remain inside the
variation band of the target until the forecast horizon, stabilising somewhat following
this year’s decrease.
Chart 4.3. Annual adjusted CORE2 inflation

Compared to the August 2020 Inflation Report, the annual core inflation rate runs at
similar levels in the first part of the projection interval. Subsequently, the dynamics
of the adjusted CORE2 index will be marginally lower than those foreseen in the
August 2020 Inflation Report, mainly on account of broader and more persistent
disinflationary influences of the aggregate demand deficit at this horizon.
Table 4.4. Components’ contribution
to annual inflation rate*
percentage points
2020

2021

Administered prices

0.1

0.4

Fuels

-0.6

0.2

VFE prices

0.1

0.2

Adjusted CORE2

2.0

1.3

Tobacco and alcoholic beverages

0.5

0.4

*) end of period; values have been rounded off to one decimal
place

The cumulative contribution of inflation components
beyond the scope of monetary policy, namely
administered prices, volatile food prices, fuel prices
and tobacco product and alcoholic beverage prices,
to the annual CPI inflation rate is expected to be
virtually nil at the end of this year (a value revised
downwards by 0.5 percentage points versus the
prior Inflation Report) and 1.2 percentage points
at the end of next year (a value revised slightly
upwards by 0.1 percentage points) (Table 4.4).

The annual dynamics of volatile food prices are anticipated at 1.0 percent and
3.2 percent at the end of 2020 and 2021 respectively (Chart 4.4). This year-end’s figure
was subject to a substantial downward revision (7.4 percentage points) amid the
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bumper fruit and vegetables crops locally and elsewhere in Europe, impacting the
prices of these products. For 2021, the assumption of normal agricultural production68
is further applied, so that the level foreseen for the end of the year is relatively
similar to that envisaged in the previous Inflation Report (a downward revision of
0.1 percentage points).
Chart 4.4. VFE prices annual inflation

Chart 4.5. Administered prices annual inflation
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Source: NIS, NBR projection

Chart 4.6. Fuel prices annual inflation
8

0

annual change (%), end of period

4

0

The path of administered prices envisages increases
of 0.6 percent and 2.4 percent at end-2020 and
end-2021 respectively (Chart 4.5). The revisions
against the previously projected values are low in
magnitude (0.4 percentage points in December
2020 following a decline of 1.2 percent in the
price of gas delivery service in July, amid market
liberalisation, and 0.1 percentage points in
December 2021).

-4

The annual dynamics of fuel prices are projected
at -6.8 percent at end-2020 and 2.6 percent at
-8
end-2021 (Chart 4.6). The December 2020 value is
significantly affected by the scrapping of the special
excise duty on motor fuels as of 1 January, as well
-12
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
IV
I
II
III
as by the historical drops in the Brent oil price and
2020
2021
2022
the marked depreciation of the US dollar versus the
Source: NIS, NBR projection
euro – impacting the USD/RON exchange rate, and,
in turn, the leu-denominated fuel prices – recorded
in the course of the year. Subsequently, the annual rate of change is expected to
resume positive values amid a substantial base effect in 2021 and to stabilise over the
68
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Relative to its multiannual averages.
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medium term at values slightly above 2 percent, assuming a relatively stable path of
Brent oil price over the projection interval. The revisions are small versus the previous
projection, i.e. +0.2 percentage points and +0.4 percentage points for end-2020 and
end-2021 respectively.
The annual dynamics of tobacco product and alcoholic beverage prices are projected
at 6.2 percent at the end of the current year and 4.9 percent at the end of next
year, relatively similar levels to those in the prior projection (revised downwards by
0.2 percentage points for December 2020 and slightly upwards by 0.1 percentage
points for December 2021). For the current year, the path of this indicator is affected
by the increase in the total excise duty on 1,000 cigarettes in April. Thereafter, the
dynamics of these prices are shaped in light of the current legislation concerning
excise duties levied on these goods, also considering the past behaviour of economic
agents in this field as regards the upward rounding of the final price after the excise
duty was introduced.

4.3. Demand pressures in the current period and
over the projection interval69
Output gap
The spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, along with the measures to combat its medical
effects, and the escalating uncertainty were reflected in an unprecedented worsening
in economic activity during the first part of the current year, with the sectors vulnerable
to social distancing measures being hardest hit. Therefore, after the quasi-standstill
recorded in 2020 Q170, during Q2 real GDP witnessed a severe contraction both in
quarterly (-11.9 percent) and annual (-10.3 percent) terms. The actual values were in
the vicinity of the near-term forecasts published in the previous Report. The economic
decline came from all GDP components, with the exception of gross fixed capital
formation71, the most affected being exports and imports (which incorporated major
dysfunctions of the cross-border production and supply chains).
The macroeconomic projection continues to be surrounded by a high degree of
uncertainty, given both the multitude of possibilities regarding the evolution of
the epidemic situation, which conditions the administrative measures adopted by
authorities, and the relatively limited empirical evidence on the economic impact
of a pandemic.
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Unless otherwise indicated, quarterly percentage changes are calculated based on seasonally adjusted data series. Source:
NBR, MPF, NIS, Eurostat, EC-DG ECFIN and Reuters.

70

The historical series of real GDP in the second provisional version was published by the NIS in the Press Release No. 264 of
9 October 2020. In the current context, it should be nevertheless pointed out that the statistical data quality is affected by
the difficulties arising from the pandemic crisis and from the declared state of emergency/alert. See, for instance, the Eurostat
methodological note Guidance on quarterly national accounts (including flash) estimates in the context of the COVID-19 crisis.

71

This may be largely ascribed to investment in ICT products for expanding telework, and to purchases of transport
equipment, to which add the slight quarterly increases in capital repairs and in construction of non-residential buildings,
respectively.
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For 2020 Q3, similarly to the prior Report, economic
activity is expected to post an ample recovery,
yet only partial when compared to the size of
annual change (%)
index (average =100)
10
120
the decline in Q2. This assessment takes into
consideration the relaxation of the most severe
5
105
administrative measures of social distancing that
were implemented from March through May.
0
90
The rebound of economic activity during Q3
is supported by the improvement of monthly
-5
75
indicators showing developments in the business
environment (such as industrial production, and the
-10
60
turnover volume of market services to households
correlation coefficient 2001 Q1 – 2020 Q2: 0.83
and of retail trade) and in the economic sentiment
-15
45
I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III
(Chart 4.7). As for GDP components, actual
2017
2018
2019
2020
individual household consumption is estimated
real GDP
ESI (rhs)
to benefit from the positive evolution of net wages,
*) seasonally adjusted data
also encompassing to a certain extent the effects
Source: NIS, EC-DG ECFIN
of pent-up demand that could not be satisfied
in the previous quarter. At the same time, gross
fixed capital formation is seen on the rise, alongside a gradual normalisation of
economic activity. Exports and imports, whose dynamics are correlated with the
easing of confinement measures, are assessed to benefit from the rebound
of external and domestic demand, respectively.
Chart 4.7. Economic sentiment indicator*
and economic growth

For 2020 Q4, given the recent notable increase in the number of new cases of
SARS-CoV-2 infections, the baseline scenario takes into account the adoption
of new measures designed to keep under control the public health crisis, with an
impact chiefly on the business sectors that imply direct human interaction72.
Thus, the volume of economic activity is foreseen to marginally stand below that
of the previous quarter. This forecast is also suggested by the worsening confidence
of economic agents at the beginning of Q4, both domestically73 and internationally,
as shown by the DG ECFIN and Sentix survey results. These developments reflect
the enhancement of the measures meant to combat the pandemic, both in
Romania and among its main trading partners (with an indirect impact on our
economy, via external demand), the sectors sensitive to social distancing measures
(i.e. trade-transport-accommodation and food service activities or arts, entertainment
and recreation) being the most affected.
The near-term forecasts were prepared based on the complementary quantitative
approaches described in previous Reports, supplemented by the monitoring of a

72

Mention should be made that strong uncertainties persist regarding the evolution of the pandemic. In this context, state
authorities try to optimise the severity of restrictions in order to reduce both the number of new infections and the adverse
impact on the economy. In the case of Romania, the National Committee for Emergency Situations adopted the Decision
No. 52 of 5 November 2020 on establishing additional measures to prevent and combat the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic.

73

In October, the ESI (economic sentiment indicator) for Romania dropped by 1.9 points against September, on the back of
the industry and services components, partly counterbalanced by trade and construction.
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series of high-frequency indicators that suggest the stringency of restrictions and are
correlated with the dynamics of economic activity74.
The economic decline in 2020 H1 is expected to bring about a marked drop in
real GDP throughout the entire year. In the medium run, in addition to the high
uncertainty, economic activity will be influenced by factors such as: (i) configurations
of the fiscal and income policy stance, and of monetary policy, respectively, or (ii) the
gradual pace of economic recovery in the euro area and worldwide. The breakdown
shows that, for 2020, the average annual GDP dynamics reflect the significant
negative contribution coming from domestic demand (attributable to the contraction
in final consumption, whereas gross fixed capital formation is anticipated to record
positive developments), to which adds the negative contribution of net exports, amid
a more pronounced drop of exports than of imports. In 2021, the recovery of GDP
is forecasted to be fuelled by domestic demand (chiefly due to the contribution of
household consumption, to which adds that of GFCF), while net exports are foreseen
to further make a negative contribution, yet on the decrease.
The assessment of potential GDP indicates a notable slowdown in its dynamics during
2020, the effects of the pandemic shock being determined particularly in the form
of abrupt losses of efficiency in the use of production factors. Subsequently, over the
projection interval, the rebound in potential growth is gradual, mirroring the general
profile of economic activity and the contributions from analytical determinants
(labour, capital and productivity). Therefore, capital accumulation (slightly larger
compared to the previous Report) benefits from the projected growth of gross fixed
capital formation (GFCF). The negative contribution coming from labour is marked
by both the anticipated increase in unemployment rate and the lower number of
worked hours per person employed (their influences being, however, partly offset
by the measures taken by the authorities to support labour market). Over the longer
term, the contribution of this component remains affected by adverse demographic
tendencies. The unfavourable contribution of the total factor productivity (TFP) trend
throughout the current year reflects the sudden worsening of economic activity,
given the measures to contain and prevent infections with the new coronavirus. In
the medium run, efficiency gains may stem from the companies’ efforts to adapt
(including via a higher degree of digitalisation and innovation) to the new economic
context. Moreover, benefits could be reaped from projects financed through
European investment funds, yet these are conditional upon increasing the capacity to
develop viable projects75.
Throughout the current year, the contraction in the economy is estimated to be
reflected mostly in the cyclical component. Therefore, the output gap (Chart 4.8) for
Q2 is assessed at -5.9 percent (down 9.3 percentage points compared to the previous
quarter, given the negative shock to domestic demand and the widening of the
negative output gap of Romania’s trading partners). Starting from the mentioned
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74

The recovery of economic activity throughout Q3 is supported, for instance, by the increased number of company and
freelancer registrations and the improved SMARTBILL Barometer. For 2020 Q4, worsened signals come especially from the
following indicators: the return of the BET index, government securities yields, the Volatility Index (VIX), the Google searches
for the keywords “crisis” and “restrictions”, and the road traffic in Bucharest, respectively.

75

For instance, those associated to the “Next Generation EU” recovery plan.
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Chart 4.8. Output gap
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minimum value, the economy is expected to
function over the entire forecast interval with a
demand deficit, which is seen declining rapidly
in Q3 and then in a gradual manner76. However,
the narrowing of the output gap is foreseen to be
discontinuous, the temporary halt in 2020 Q4 and
2021 Q1 reflecting in particular the unfavourable
effects in some economic sectors induced by the
reintroduction of social distancing measures to keep
the public health crisis under control. The monetary
policy stance (with persistent effects over the entire
projection interval) and the fiscal and income policy
measures (with a favourable impact throughout the
current year77) act in a countercyclical manner (with
the purpose of narrowing the output gap) against
the background of the extensive measures recently
adopted by the authorities.

Source: NBR assessments based on data provided by the NIS

Compared to the August 2020 Inflation Report, the
output gap stands at a higher value in 2020 Q3 (as a result of a more pronounced
economic recovery, with persistent effects on the indicator’s profile) and at a similar
value in Q4, respectively. Over the next years, a more persistent trajectory is foreseen
versus the previous round, mirroring also the revisions of the traction coming from
effective external demand (more adverse particularly in the second half of the
projection interval), and of the impact related to fiscal and income policy measures.
Acting in a positive direction is the slightly more stimulative nature of the monetary
policy stance, mainly due to the incorporation in the projection of the decision taken
at the beginning of August to lower the monetary policy rate by 25 percentage
points.
Aggregate demand components
Final consumption is expected to display negative dynamics in 2020, against
the background of the unfavourable contribution from individual household
consumption, only partly offset by that of collective government consumption.
The private component will reflect during the current year the markedly decelerating
dynamics of households’ disposable income, as well as the increase in savings,
induced by both administrative restrictions and precautionary reasons. On the
one hand, disposable income is adversely influenced by the developments on the
domestic labour market (where both the number of employees and the average
wage dynamics dropped), as well as by the dynamics of workers’ remittances (given
the simultaneous income shock in Romania and in the countries where its diaspora
resides). On the other hand, a positive contribution to disposable income dynamics
76

From the perspective of aggregate demand components, the output gap path is shaped by the negative one of actual
individual consumption of households. The gaps of the other components are also assessed to be negative (except for
GFCF), but gradually narrowing, over the entire forecast interval.

77

The impact of the fiscal policy stance on the economy is projected to mirror in the following years the fading-out of the
temporary measures adopted during the pandemic crisis (such as payment of furlough benefits, subsidies granted for the
wage costs related to the re-employment of furloughed employees, delayed payments of taxes and duties, paid leaves for
parents during school closure).
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is generated by social transfers, following the 14 percent increase in the pension
point as of 1 September. Collective government consumption is expected to register
a significant advance in 2020, and then to slow down (these developments are,
however, correlated with the evolution of the public health crisis). Over the medium
term, final consumption is forecasted to steadily recover, under the assumption of a
progressive improvement in consumer confidence and amid a gradual fading-out of
the shocks that reduced consumers’ disposable income.
Gross fixed capital formation is the only GDP component foreseen to witness a
slightly positive average annual growth this year. The dynamics reflect its resilience
during 2020 Q2, which was not anticipated in the previous Report78. In fact, in most
EU countries, the GFCF quarterly change recorded strongly negative values (the
EU average being -15.4 percent). Against this backdrop, the NIS National Accounts
data are surrounded by heightened uncertainty in the pandemic context, which
may lead to subsequent substantial revisions of the historical data series. However,
the projected GFCF path mirrors the impact of the pandemic crisis in general, and
of the restrictions imposed by the authorities in particular, on the real economy,
as investment plans are rescheduled or postponed amid the tightening of lending
conditions for loans from private creditors. In the medium run, GFCF developments
depend on rebuilding investors’ confidence and on the authorities’ stance regarding
public investment spending, especially when it comes to the use of the EU funds
made available in the context of the pandemic crisis and the transition towards
a new Multiannual Financial Framework (2021-2027). A positive effect on GFCF is
also expected to stem from private investment fostered by government support
programmes in the context of the pandemic crisis79. The assessment of this impact
takes into account the time lag associated with the conversion of these funding
facilities into actual investment programmes. At the same time, after the severe
decrease in foreign direct investment inflows throughout the current year (which
was illustrated by the balance-of-payments data from January through August), a
gradual recovery of these funds is expected over the medium term, but this is highly
dependent upon the normalisation of economic activity in both Romania and its
trading partners.
The protection measures adopted in a synchronised manner by most economies
in order to mitigate the impact of the pandemic crisis disrupted the global supply
chains, leading to a severe fall in international trade. Against this background, the
flows of imports and exports were largely affected and dropped markedly compared
to the pre-crisis period, also influencing the external balance.
Exports of goods and services are projected to decline significantly in 2020, before
re-embarking on an upward path as of 2021, albeit at a low pace. The anticipated
developments in this component take into consideration factors such as the
extremely sharp contraction of effective external demand throughout the current
year, followed by its recovery only in a gradual manner, and the restrictive effect,
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The short-term forecast in the previous round showed a major contraction of this component, amid escalating uncertainty.

79

For instance, the “IMM Invest Romania” and “IMM Leasing” programmes were aimed at supporting the investment of smalland medium-sized enterprises, by granting loans and leasing contracts backed by state guarantees and with interest rate
subsidies.
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gradually abating over the projection interval, of the real effective exchange rate via
the net export channel.
The annual dynamics of imports of goods and services are also projected to be
negative during this year, reflecting the compression of domestic demand, as well as
the downward effect of the import content of exports, given that numerous exporting
sectors extensively use imported intermediate goods. Overall, in 2020, nominal net
exports of goods and services are anticipated to make a new negative contribution,
on the rise compared to the year before, to the balance-of-payments current account
balance.
In 2020 Q2, the current account deficit remained at levels similar to those in Q1
(4.5 percent of nominal GDP, 4-quarter cumulative data), mirroring the worsening
deficit on trade in goods and services, the improvement in the primary income shortfall
and the increasing positive influence coming from the secondary income balance.
The current account deficit is envisaged to exceed this year the 4 percent-of-GDP
indicative threshold set by the European Commission as a scoreboard indicator, from
a multiannual perspective, for EU Member States80. Despite the expected worsening
in the goods and services deficit, the favourable developments in the (mostly primary)
income balance are assessed to lead to a slight decline in the current account
deficit-to-GDP ratio throughout this year and the next versus 2019. The financing
of the current account deficit is foreseen to remain only partly covered by stable,
non-debt-creating capital flows over the entire projection interval, the coverage by
these sources being assessed to shrink notably compared to 2019, amid significantly
depressed direct investment flows as a result of the current crisis. Influences that
partly counterbalance the contraction of investment are associated to the assumption
of an improved absorption of EU funds. Moreover, particularly in the medium run,
additional inflows on top of those foreseen in the baseline scenario are not excluded,
in the event of accelerated repayments under the new financing facilities.
Broad monetary conditions
Broad monetary conditions capture the cumulated impact exerted on future
developments in aggregate demand by the real interest rates applied by credit
institutions on leu- and foreign currency-denominated loans and deposits of
non-bank clients and by the real effective exchange rate81 of the leu. The exchange
rate exerts its influence via the net export channel82, as well as via the effects on
wealth and balance sheets of economic agents83.

80

Calculated as an average for the past three years. For further details, see the European Commission’s website, the section on
“Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure Scoreboard”. For 2019, the indicator stood at 3.9 percent of GDP.

81

The relevant exchange rate for the NBR’s macroeconomic model for analysis and medium-term forecasting relies on the
EUR/RON and USD/RON exchange rates, with the weighting system mirroring the weights of the two currencies in Romania’s
foreign trade.

82

The depth of this channel seems to have relatively decreased, due to the negative impact of the pandemic crisis on global
value chains, also as a result of the administrative measures imposed by most countries, which prompted a contraction in
multilateral trade flows. Even though we are witnessing a recovery of these flows, the depth of this channel remains
uncertain, amid the re-imposition of measures to combat the pandemic.

83

The relevance of this channel has gradually declined in recent periods, given the narrowing of the share of foreign
currency-denominated loans in total credit to the private sector, amid the faster rise in leu-denominated flows versus those
in foreign currency.
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The baseline scenario of the projection foresees, over the entire projection interval,
a gradual increase in the favourable effect of the real broad monetary conditions on
economic activity, starting from the slightly stimulative values recorded in 2020 H2.
Chart 4.9. Quarterly change in the effective
exchange rate
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The breakdown of real broad monetary conditions
indicates that real interest rates on both new loans
and new time deposits in lei are anticipated to exert
growing stimulative effects over the projection
interval, on account of their developments in
nominal terms and, during next year, due also to
the progressive rise in inflation expectations84. The
projected dynamics in nominal terms encompass
the favourable impact of the recent decisions made
by the NBR Board to gradually cut the monetary
policy rate and to narrow the symmetrical corridor
of interest rates on the NBR’s standing facilities
around the policy rate85.

The component related to the effect of the real
effective exchange rate (Chart 4.9), via the net
export channel, is estimated to make a restrictive
Source: Eurostat, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, NBR, NBR calculations
contribution to real broad monetary conditions
over the projection interval, albeit diminishing to
close-to-neutral values at the forecast horizon.
The wealth and balance sheet effect is estimated to exert a restrictive impact on real
broad monetary conditions in 2020 Q3, and subsequently a quasi-neutral one.
The breakdown shows, on the one hand, that the real foreign interest rate
(3M EURIBOR) is in a favourable position. On the other hand, there is an unfavourable
effect stemming from the anticipated increase in the sovereign risk premium
starting with 2020 Q4. This takes place amid investors showing a fluctuating
risk aversion towards emerging markets, discriminating especially against those
with macroeconomic imbalances built up before and exacerbated by the current
pandemic86. Subsequently, the effects of the real foreign interest rate and of the risk
premium tend to offset each other. In addition, the changes in the gap of the real
effective exchange rate of the leu are assessed to have a quasi-neutral effect via the
wealth and balance sheet channel over the entire forecast interval.
As a conditioning input for the macroeconomic projection, the monetary policy
stance is tailored to ensure price and macroeconomic stability, and the proper
functioning of the banking system and financial markets to the benefit of households
and local companies.
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Although for the last part of 2020 nominal developments are expected to only partly offset those of diminishing inflation
expectations, subsequently a return of rising inflation expectations is expected to prevail over the nominal dynamics of
interest rates on new loans and deposits.

85

According to the monetary policy transmission mechanism, this impact is visible with a time lag.

86

Increased attention is paid by investors to the widening of the budget deficit and, consequently, to the increasing public
debt as a share of the gross domestic product.
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4.4. Risks associated with the projection
Part of the risks previously mentioned have materialised since the previous Report.
Thus, the SARS-CoV-2 positivity rate has escalated with the coming cold season both
locally and across Europe, which prompted the authorities to impose again social
distancing measures ranging from mild to more severe. Given, however, the particular
virulence of the pandemic crisis, the authorities’ solutions to mitigate the effects of
the pandemic are difficult to anticipate and assess, which makes the future evolution
of economic activity also highly uncertain.
The much broader spread of the coronavirus in the recent period, with a damaging
impact on the medical situation in Romania, can generate sizeable disruptions in the
economic recovery. In order to alleviate the medical crisis, social distancing measures
could be extended, especially assuming that the rate of new positive cases remains
high for a longer period of time. Similarly to the behaviour noticed during the first
phase of the current pandemic crisis, demand for essential goods could go up, also on
account of a possible resurgence in households’ stockpiling behaviour. In the medium
term, in the event of difficulties causing a delayed access to a vaccine for mass
immunisation of the population, consumers’ behaviour might exhibit permanent
changes directly correlated with the length and intensity of social distancing – both
that imposed by the authorities and voluntary social distancing – and, hence, it could
contribute to the marked drop in the demand for certain categories of goods and
services.
The recovery of the activity could be, however, spurred by the economic stimulus
packages announced at the level of the European Union, but they could not replace
the adoption of the measures necessary to control the pandemic. Based on a solid
National Plan for Recovery and Resilience and the
submission of eligible projects, the EU Member
Chart 4.10. Uncertainty interval associated with
inflation projection in the baseline scenario
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The balance of risks to the annual inflation rate
projection is assessed as being tilted to the upside,
especially over the medium run, compared to the
path in the baseline scenario (Chart 4.10). Further
marked by a range of adverse pandemic effects, the
risks associated with the fiscal and income policies
as well as those related to labour market conditions
continue to be relevant. Moreover, risks stem also
from the external environment and could increase,
strictly depending on the evolution of the medical
situation.
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The future configuration of the fiscal and income policies continues to generate
considerable uncertainty about the future inflation rate path. Government
expenditures for the medical situation management are expected to increase in direct
correlation with the evolution of the pandemic crisis, in the event of its protraction or
worsening. At the same time, the authorities may extend some measures to support
the economy, especially those targeting labour market (such as Kurzarbeit, short-time
work schemes), considering in particular the financial support available with SURE.
Although the risks associated with permanent expenditures, particularly those in the
form of social transfers, diminished considerably, their medium-term configuration
is further marked by high uncertainty. Based on the type of financing, part of the
economic support measures, their clear social benefits notwithstanding, could lead
to additional increases in the budget deficit, in contrast to the need to reverse the
fiscal slippage as assumed by the specific stages of the excessive deficit procedure
taken against Romania at the beginning of the current year. From this perspective, it
is necessary to proceed to budgetary consolidation in the relatively short run. Its start
and the correction measures are marked, however, by elevated uncertainty, inter alia,
in light of the degree of neutrality the specific measures would have on economic
activity. In the absence of an adjustment, a persistent fiscal slippage would weigh on
investor sentiment, affecting the volume of funds invested in the domestic economy.
Similarly to the previous round, labour market evolutions continue to be relevant
risk factors. The impact of the pandemic has been contained so far by the support
measures targeting labour market, and especially the preservation of existing jobs.
The difficulties induced by the pandemic crisis management (for instance, additional
costs on sanitary materials or shrinking productivity and, implicitly, the rise in unit
labour costs) could lead, however, to a restructuring of production costs in the form
of potential cuts in labour costs. At the same time, firms may adjust labour demand,
especially in the sectors most seriously hit by the pandemic crisis (accommodation
and food service activities, recreational activities), as well as if forced to limit
production following coronavirus outbreaks in industrial facilities, with a direct impact
on production capacities. All this could imply stronger disinflationary pressures from
a lower disposable income and implicitly from a weaker aggregate demand.
The pandemic crisis induces, inter alia, direct influences on the annual inflation rate.
The simultaneous occurrence of supply and demand shocks makes it difficult to
identify the net impact in the medium term especially on core inflation. On the one
hand, there is a risk of heightening adverse shocks to the supply of goods. As the
pandemic crisis escalates, in the event of more sizeable disruptions in production
and supply chains, stocks of food items and commodities, especially grain, may be
strategically increased. Furthermore, in the event of production units being relocated
on the domestic market, locally-produced goods would be favoured to the detriment
of (cheaper) imports, which would materialise into higher industrial producer prices
and, hence, more expensive consumer prices. On the other hand, disinflationary
influences, the importance of which increased in the present context, arise from
demand-side shocks, amid a larger contraction of economic activity than assumed in
the baseline scenario.
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Independent of the medical situation, additional inflationary pressures could also
come from the possible spread of African swine fever, with an adverse impact on the
pigmeat price. In addition, inherent uncertainty sources refer to weather conditions,
with an impact on the supply of agricultural products locally, as well as regionally or
even worldwide.
Other sources of risks among the factors with a direct impact on the annual inflation
rate path are the future dynamics of energy prices in the context of the unfolding
liberalisation of the electricity market. Inflationary pressures could be induced by
the prices on the deregulated market possibly witnessing new increases amid the
structural changes in the context of the market liberalisation. To these add the
pressures induced by the latest decisions taken by the relevant authorities. Opposite
developments are associated with the natural gas market, which was completely
liberalised as of 1 July 2020, with gas being supplied under competitive conditions.
On the external front, the coming cold season has brought about alarming rises in
the number of new SARS-CoV-2 infections. The future evolution of the pandemic
crisis and, particularly its management remain however marked by high uncertainty,
with the effects on different economies possibly featuring a pronounced asymmetry,
depending on a string of specific factors. Social distancing measures, especially in
the event of their large-scale implementation, could generate adverse effects on the
continuity of production in industry, reflected in new bottlenecks across global value
chains. Trade barriers could increase, being enhanced by the possible escalation of
trade tensions, the reduced availability of foreign workers and potential attempts
to “shorten” production chains. To these add the high volatility in the international
financial markets and the uncertainties surrounding Brexit. The overlapping, even to
some extent, of part of the mentioned factors could lead to contagion effects with
knock-on damage to Romania’s economy.
Sources of uncertainty with a rather disinflationary potential stem also from the
international Brent oil prices. After the large decreases at the onset of the pandemic
and the elevated volatility episodes afterwards, the oil price could see new declines
generated by demand-side factors amid the slowdown in economic recovery in the
aftermath of the pandemic crisis resurgence. At the same time, the possible escalation
in concerns over the persistence of a high number of SARS-CoV-2 infections and the
pick-up in stocks could induce additional disinflationary pressures. On the supply side,
the risk factors are associated with the possible failure of some OPEC+ members to
comply with the output quotas (for instance, in Libya, production was resumed faster
than previously anticipated), as well as with the uncertainties about the adoption
of a delayed resumption of production within the international forum.
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CCR

Central Credit Register

CPI

consumer price index

DG ECFIN

Directorate General for Economic and Financial Affairs

EC

European Commission

ECB

European Central Bank

ESI

Economic Sentiment Indicator

EU

European Union

Eurostat

Statistical Office of the European Union

FAO

Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations

GDP

gross domestic product

GFCF

gross fixed capital formation

HICP

harmonised index of consumer prices

ILO

International Labour Office

IMF

International Monetary Fund

MPF

Ministry of Public Finance

NBR

National Bank of Romania

NIS

National Institute of Statistics

OPEC

Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries

ROBOR

Romanian Interbank Offer Rate

TFP

total factor productivity

VAT

value added tax

VFE

vegetables, fruit, eggs
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